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STATEMENT OF AIMS

A growing number of socialists and communists are taking a
stand against the suppression of democratic rights in the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe. The labour movement has
international responsibilities in this field as well as in the field of
solidarity action with those struggling against oppression in Chile
or Southern Africa or Northern Ireland.

But up to now socialists have lacked a source of frequent and
reliable information about events in Eastern Europe. Coverage in
the papers of the Left remains scanty, while reports in the
.bourgeois press are selective and slanted. The first aim of Labour
Focus on Eastern Europe is to help fill this gap by providing a
more comprehensive and regular source of information about
events in that part of the world.

The mass media give ample space to Tory politicians and to some
irom the Labour Party who seek to use protests against
repression in Eastern Europe as a cover for their own support for
social inequality in Britain and for witch-hunts against those who
oppose it. At the same time campaigns run by socialists in the
iabour and trade union movement for many years concerning
victims of repression in Eastern Europe are largely ignored by the
rnedia. The second aim of this bulletin therefore is to provide
comprehensive information about the activities of socialists and
labour movement organisations that are taking up this issue.

Labour Focus is a completely independent bulletin whose
editorial collective includes various trends of socialist and
Marxist opinion. It is not a bulletin for debate on the nature of
the East European states, nor is its purpose to recommend a
strategy for socialists in Eastern Europe: there are other journals
on the Left that take up these questions. Our purpose is to
provide a comprehensive coverage of these societies with a special
emphasis on significant currents campaigning for working class,
democratic and national rights

Whenever possible we will quote the sources of our information.
Unless otherwise stated, all the material in Labour Focus may be
reproduced, with acknowledgement. Signed articles do not
necessarily represent the views of the editorial collective.

In these ways we hope to strengthen campaigns to mobilise the
considerable influence that the British labour movement can have
in the struggles to end repression in the USSR and Eastern
Europe.

SPONSORS: Tariq All, Edmund Baluka, Vladimlr Derer, lvan Hartel, Jan
Kavan. Nicholas Krasso, Leonid Plyushch, Hillel Ticklin.
EDITORS: Vladimir Derer, Quintin Hoare, Jan Kavan, Oliver MacDonald,
Anna Paczuska, Claude Vancour.
PTIANAGING EDITOR: Oliver MacDonald
EDITORIAL COLLECTIVE: Barbara Brown, Patrick Gamiller, Susannah
Fry, lvan Hartel, Victor Haynes, Alix Holt, Mark Jackson, Helen
Jamieson, Pawel Jankowski, Michele Lee, Anca Mihailescu, Gunter
Minnerup, Laura Strong.
Parts of this issue were prepared by the Committee in Defense of Soviet
Folitical Prisoners, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.

All correspondence to:
TABOUR FOCUS ON EASTERN EUROPE

39 POETS ROAD, LONDON N4.

Residents of Canada and the USA interested in more information
about Eastern Europe, USSR and solidarity campaigns are urged
to write to our North American representatives: Committee in
Defense of Soviet Political Prisoners, P.O. Box 6574, Station
'C', Edmonton, Alberta T5B 4M4, Canada.
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Prague Trial Signals New Policy

in Eastern Europe

As we go to press, the biggest political trial in Esstern Europe for
well over a decade seems about to open in Prague. 10 members of
the Committee in Defence of Unjustly Prosecuted Persons
(VONS), many of them very prominent signatories of Charler 77,

are facing charges of 'subversion on a large scale' which carrY

between 3.and 10 year prison sentences.

This trial, which must have been cleared at the highest levels ol
East European politics, seems to indicate a ne!f,r aggressive policy
of attempting to crush all open civil rights protests in the
countries surrounding Poland. In an interview with Labour
Focus published on page 9 of this issue, Dr Zdenek Mlynar
indicates that a meeting of Soviet bloc Ministers of the Interior
and Security Department heads in Prague lsst April took I
decision to attempt to crush the entire East European civil rights
movement before the Madrid Conference on European Security
and Co-operation next year. He also states that preparations are

being made to destroy the Polish opposition movement this
autumn.

Already we have seen how the crackdown in Czechoslovakia has

been matched in East Germany by the trials of Stephan Heym
and Robert Havemann, the sacking of prominent writers from
the Writers' Union and the introduction of new laws banning the
passing of any unauthorised information to the West'

The article by KOR leader Jacek Kuron which we publish on page

12 of this issue paints a picture of a society in a profound and

deepening crisis. If Kuron's analysis is accurate then we can

expect to see increasingly vicious assaults on the opposition, of
which the atiack this spring on Kuron's flat (reported in our last

issue) was simply a foretaste.

As Jan Kavan shows (see page 2 of this issue) the civil rights
movement in Czechoslovakia has responded vigorously to the
crackdown, demonstrating that the arrests have not seriously
affected either YONS or the Charter 77 movement. But what is in
doubt is the active commitment of the Western labour
movements to their past pledges to defend the right of the civil
rights movement in Czechoslovakia to function without
repression. It is imperative that socialists respond to the latest
trial by qualitatively stepping up practical solidarity with Charter
71 tnd VONS.

Labour Focus, in conjunction with the Sozialistisches
Osteuropakomittee in West Berlin, and with the editor of Listy,
Jiri Pelikan, has launched an international appeal for the release
of the jailed Charter 17 supportens. The appeal has been widely
supported throughout Western Europe and Canada and has
already been signed by well over our target at 17 Labour MPs in
this country. Those who have signed include Tony Benn and 10
other members of Labour's National Executive Committee. The
drive is now on for trade union leaders and prominent local
leaders of the labour movement in the main cities of Britain to
sign.

In addition, Phillip Whitehead MP, the Hon. President of the
Eastern Europe Solidarity Campaign, and Reg Race MP have
taken the initiative of establishing a labour movement Chsrtet 77
Defence Fund, to provide financial assistance to the families of
those suffering repression in Czechoslovakia. Discussions are
also underwry to establish committee of left-wing lawyens to
monitor the legal problems of arrested civil rights campaigners.
The prominent Labour Party lawyer, Peter Archer, former
Solicitor-General in the last Labour Government is seeking to
attend the trial in Prague rs an observer, and it is hoped that a
group of Labour MPs may be established to permanently
monitor conditions facing the civil rights movement in
Czechoslovakia. Amnesty International has adopted the 10
arrested VONS members and is hoping to send an observer to the
trial. The Committee to Defend Czechoslovak Socialists has
established I new 'Chartes 77 Defence Committee' to co-ordinate
all aspects of the labour movement defence campaign, with the
support of both the Eastern Europe Solidarity Campaign and
Labour Focus. The Bertrand Russell Peace Foundation, which
has played a large part in gaining support for the International
Appeal, is deeply concerned about the turn of events in
Czechoslovakia and is considering whether Bn international
Tribunal on repression in Czechoslovakia may be necessrrT.

As soon as details of the arrests filtered through to the lVest in
early June, Labour Focus produced a lS-page electrostencilled
Dossier with documents, press cuttings and other information,
which has been distributed to Labour MPs, trade union leaders
and others in the labour movement who could either sign the
International Appeal or circulate it. For the same reason, Labour
Focus has now allocated over one-third of the current issue to the
arrests.

The turn of events in Eastern Europe is parallelled by some signs
of a shift to the right in various lVestem capitalist countries, not
least in Britain. One of the verT first acts of the new Tory
government was to boost the police and military budget and to
loudly support the strengthening of NATO. In response to this
some on the left may feel that solidarity with those struggling for
civil and democratic rights in Eastern Europe should be toned
down. We believe this to be a profoundly mistaken view. The
answer to the Tories' Cold lVar politics is a strong anti-NATO
stand by the labour moyement. At the srme time the left must
redouble its efforts to support movements for civil liberties in
Eastern Europe.

In the next weeks and months, the focus of such support must be
the defence of the Prague 10. Every effort must be made to take
the defence campaign deep into the heart of the labour movement
and to greatly strengthen the socialist defence organisations
already in existence.

Those able to help the campaign in defence of the Prague 10 in
any way should write to:
Chartet 77 Defence Committee,
c/o Ruth Tosek, f4 E[in Court, 16 Montpelier Rd., London 1Y5
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CZEGHOSLOUAKIA

The How and \Mhy of The Prague Trial
- tsy Jan Kavan

Two political objectives have prompted the
Czechoslovak government to stage a big
civil rights trial in Prague. First they hoped
to destroy the Committee in Defence of
Unjustly Prosecuted Persons (VONS), to
which all the accused belong. Secondly, they
have calculated that the crackdown would
decisively weaken the Charter 77 movement,
because many of the accused are also key
ieaders of that movement. By bringing
charges which could resuit in l0 year jail
sentences on all the accused, the Party
ieadership must have felt sure that its aims
wouid be secured.

But already these objectives have been
thwarted. In response to the arrests of
Charter"spokespersons, Vaclav Benda and
Jiri Dienstbier, Jiri Hajek and Ladislav
Hejdanek irnmediately stepped into the
breach, maintaining continuity. Even more
dramatically, 12 new members of VONS
have been announced, filling the gap left by
those under arrest. ,:r[d amongst *ther
indications of the continued confidence and

vigour of the movement, Charter circles
have announced not only that the journal
Quad.engle which Jiri Dienstbier was
editing before his arrest will continue to
appear, but even more strikingly that the
Charter Information Butletin, previously
edited by Petr Uhl, has already produced a
new issue.

On 3 July, 231 people sent an open letter to
President Husak demanding the
immediate release of the VONS rnembers:
'We do not know of any humane state in
which the publicly declared demand to
observe the Constitution is a priori held to
reveal the intent to wreck its system ... we
warn against the esrablishment of arbitrary
rule not responsible to anyone ...'

The three free Charter spokespersons at the
same time offered to meet the President
perss$ally to discuss the whole matrer. They
also requested that he use his right to granr
an amnesty and order judicial proceedings
to be halted

In short, before the trial has even started, it
has failed. Any hope which the
Czechoslovak authorities had of repeating
the operation carried out against the
Moscow Helsinki Group, which was

decisively weakened by the arrest and jailing
of its leaders last summer, has been dashed.

The arrests were not a surprise: since last
November the regime has been reported to
have been preparing action against VONS

- the decision to crush the committee was
taken towards the end of last year.

VONS was created in April lgTB as a Civit
liberties committee similar in formal
functions to the Workers Defence
Committee (KOR) in Poland though VONS
is far less known here than Charter 77. Yet
this small comrnittee of 22 people, (until,
that is, the additional 12 new members
joined) of whom one now lives in Austria,
has been able to make a considerable
impact, producing no less than I l8 factual
statements on the prosecution of individuals
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during a year and a quarter of activity.

VON's aims and methods were very
precisely defined from the start: to monitor
and spread information about infringe-
ments of the law by the police and judicial
authorities during thi course of arrests,
investigations and trials. Many of those
prosecuted in such cases have been young
people, most of them workers, coming from
small provincial towns or even villages as
well as the big cities. Before VONS's
creation such cases went totally unknown
and VONS very successfully broke this
silence, spreading information about
political repression of this sort.

During the last 6 or 7 months VONS had
succeeded in spreading the names and
addresses of its members throughout a large
number of provincial towns in Bohemia and
Moravia, the Czech part of Czechoslovakia.
Foreign broadcasts also spread this
information making it possible even for
people in small villages to contact the
committee, Thus relatives and friends of
hitherto unknown arrested people could
supply VONS with official documents-
indictments, verdicts, appeals etc.-which
are normally made available only to defence
lawyers and the families of the accused.
Relying on such official documents, VONS
covered in detail between 60 and 65 cases of
this sort, during the last year. Vaclav Benda,
the secretary of VONS, has stated in an
interview that several hundred people are in
jail as a result of political trials. The
effectiveness of such 'low intensity
operations' has depended on their
anonymity. As the cases mentioned in
VONS statement 115, reproduced in this
issue of Labour Focus, illustrate, publicity
turns these trials intq extremely damaging
indictments of the political system itself,
greatly embarassing the Party leadership.

Importance which the regime has attached
to this crackdown is shown by the careful
preparations that have gone into it. The

arrests were carried out on 29 May on the
very eve of the Pope's visit to Poland. With
all Western correspondents in Warsaw, the
police calculated, quite accurately, that the
Western media would fail to spotlight the
crackdown. One VONS member, Albert
Cerny, had been arrested earlier, in March,
and the police have worked overtime to
prepare their package of indictments in
order to be able to hold the trial in the
middle of the summer holidays when
reaction both in Czechoslovakia and in the
West will be much more difficult to
organise.

Even then, the biggest problem remains,
namely sending people to jail for long
periods without having any justifiable
reason for doing so. Tackling this involves
first of all destroying the independence of
defence lawyers for the accused and
secondly distorting the facts for suitable
presentation at the trial.

The task of intimidating defence lawyers has
been in full swing since the beginning of the
year, with the expulsion of Dr Josef Danisz
from the legal profession for his courtgeous
and effective defence of Charter 77
supporters. As the account of the Danisz
affair printed below indicates, he has
subsequently been brought before a court on
criminal charges involving a three month
suspended prison sentence.

However, further action was taken one week
before the arrests at the end of May. The
Prague Municipal Association of Lawyers
sent the lawyers' union a blacklist outlining
three types of lawyers who should be denied
all positions within the Union: those
involved in criminal activity-Danisz was
mentioned here; those who willfully
obstruct police and judicial processes, and
finally those who are under suspicion of
being in the first two categories. The
meaning of statements of this sort is all too
clear to any lawyer - follow the course of
Danisz in this new trial and their jobs and

livelihood will be threatened.

It remains to be seen whether this
intimidation will deter honest defence
lawyers from defending those coming up for
trial. But all those among the accused who
do not have defence lawyers are appealing to
the West for lawyers to apply to come to
Prague to defend them in court.

There remains the problem of concocting
evidence. (This is, of course, a problem of
public relations rather than legal niceties,
since the sentences will have been decided
beforehand by the responsible Party
authorities.) One possible case that the court
may try to make capital out of could be an
attempted hijacking of a bus with N
secondary school pupils on board. Three
men tried to use it to escape to West
Germany and after agreement was reached
with the border guards on safe passage to the
West, the guards opened fire and both the
driver and one of the hijackers were killed.
The other two were arrested and sentenced
to death, on the grounds of causing the
driver's death, even if the actual bullet had
been fired by a border guard. VONS in no
way defended the hijacking, but did protest
against the use of the death sentence,
stimulating a petition by 350 people for the
abolition of capital punishment and
pointing out that the hijackers had not been
proved to have actually shot the bus driver.
It would be in keeping with the style of the
regime to try to brand VONS as a subversive
organisation backing criminals who
threaten the lives of innocent children.

VONS is not in any sense a political group or
organisation. It was establiihed as a-citizins,
initiative as allowed under the czechoslovak
constitution with the much needed task ofdgrg$ing civil liberties. The .orning prague
trial illustrares better than anythingitrc how
necessary such activity is in czechbslovakia
to defend people who are being urrjustty
prosecuted.

Charter 77 Statement on Arrests
More than 48 hours have now passed since the Czechoslovak state
security, with the permission of the Procurator-General, carried
out searches of the residences of members of the Committee to
Defend Unjustly Prosecuted Persons (VONS) and arrested 15 of
them. (There are also others whose situation we are uncertain
about.) In contravention of the law, those :urestd have not yet
been released.

The pretext for this massive police operation, 'suspicion' about
alleged 'preparations for the subversion of rhe Republic'
consisting of 'the production of a large number of texts of a sort
likely to undermine the confidence of the citizens of the CSSR in
the organs of the State and arouse moods of hostility towards the
socialist system' has no basis either in the Czechoslovak
Constitution or in the legal code, nor in the international pacts on
civil and human rights.

VONS is an independent group of citizens, loosely connected to

VONS has always strictly adhered to legality, and to accuse any of
its members of being in any way connected with 'the preparations
for subversion of the Republic' is a travesty of the facts. It
represents a transparent attempt to intimidate Czechoslovak

the Czechoslovak movement in defence of civil and human rights,
known under the name of Charter 7'l .In its activity it follows the
same principles as those followed by the national sections of
Amnesty International and bases itself on the Czechoslovak legal
code, demanding that it be apptied strictly and without bias, ancl
drawing attention to cases where it is contravened. The 'texts,
which are issued by voNS are known publicty as VONS
communiqu6s; there have been I 13 of them so far. They contain
accurate information about police operations, prosecutions, legal
proceedings and sentences passed on citizens, who are often
condemned merely for making use of their inalienable rights and
freedoms, and whose prosecution can only be described as unjust.
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citizens and warn them off any attempt to persist in demanding

their legal rights or attempt to stand up for anyone else who is
*ronged. It is also another attempt to attack the Charter 77

asociation, which symbolises the invincible longing of the

Czechoslovak people for a state of affairs in which democratic and

humane principles are really applied in public affairs.

Charter 77 has at present 4 spokespersons. Of these 4, Dr J. Sabata

has now served 8 of his 27 months of imprisonment, while Dr V.
Benda and J. Dienstbier, both members of VONS, now find
themselves in the so-called preliminary investigation cells and,

together with other members of VONS, are in danger of being

remanded in jail. It seems that the state authorities intentionally
chose the time when Pope John Paul II is in Poland to launch their
attack, so that the new wave of repression in Czechoslovakia
would escape attention.

We ask the entire progressive world public, who are concerned

',vith the implementation of the final act of the Helsinki
Conference and with a just and humane world order, to once again

support our parallel endeavours, and call for the immediate release

of all the imprisoned members of VONS before a case against them

can be fabricated.
Charter 77 spokesperson, Zdena Tominova.

Zdena Tominova
Charter 77 Spokesperson

31. May 1979

YONS on Arres$ and Background

Communiqu6 no. 115
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On Tuesday 29May 1979 at 5 a.m., the State Security launched a
widespread and long-prepared action against VONS (Committee
for the Defence of the Unjustly Prosecuted Persons). It detained
for purposes of interrogation sixteen citizens who last year made
public their names and addresses, thus giving notice that they
intended to monitor the measures taken by Czechoslovak security
and judicial organs against unjustly prosecuted people.

House searches were carried out with the approval of the Public
Prosecutor of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic. The
rvorkplaces of some of the detained persons or their relatives were
similarly searched. In a number of cases the members of the
uniformed and secret police entered their homes by the use of
force. In the apartment of Otka Bednarova (Prague 4,
Novodvorska 416) they broke the lock and severed the security
chain. then put in a new lock to which they had the keys. In the
apartment of Jiri Dienstbier (Prague 2, Podskalska 8) they
prerended that a girl friend of Zuzana Dienstbier had come to visit;
she called out her Christian name, so that they men were able to see

the co-owner of the apartment inadequately attired. They broke
down the door also in the case of Vaclav Benda (Karlovo namesti
18, Prague 2\ and Rudolf Battek (Krizikova 78, Prague 8).
Nowhere did they make any allowances for lhe presence of
children, who were forced to witness all the humiiiating
procedures. For instance, the nine-year-old daughter of the
imprisoned journalist, Jiri Lederer, during the house search in 20
Doubravicky, district of Mlada Boleslav, was only allowed to go
out into the yard after repeated requests from her mother, and then
in the company of a female member of the secret police, who then
searched the girl's pockets. In the apartment of Jiri Ruml
(Kremelska 104, Prague l0) his son's friends, who had been
r isiting and arrived unaware that a house search was being carried
out, were forced to stay and were even interrogated in front of
microphones and asked what kind of work they did that they were
able to make visits in the morning. In general, tape recorders,
cameras and film cameras were used, without prior permission to
those present, the shots evidently intended to serve defamatory
purposes in programmes of the Czechoslovak media.

During the house searches all written material concerning VONS
was seized, in particular the texts of the Committee's

announcements, Charter 77 documents, personal notes and
correspondence, photographs, aiso some books and magazines,
typewriters, and in some cases also sums of money (e.g. in Jiri
Dienstbier's apartment, Kcs 15,000), and even mere facsimiles of
foreign currency and bank stubs contirming the receipt of foreign
currency in exchange for Tuzex coupons.

The interrogation of the detained persons-in l4 cases as suspects
and in one as a witness-was conducted in the prison at
Prague-Ruzyne, where the following citizens were put in
individual cells for people on remand: Rudolf Battek, Otka
Bednarova, Jarmila Belikova, Vaclav Benda, Jiri Dienstbier,
Vaclav Havel, Ladislav Lis, Vaclav Maly, Dana Nemcova, Jiri
Nemec, Ludek Pacovsky, Jiri Rumi, Gertruda Sekaninova-
Cakrtova, Petr Uhl. Elzbieta Ledererova was questioned at
Ruzyne as a witness. Jan Tesar was arrested in Prosec, district of
Chrudim, and taken to Brno for interrogation. Albert Cerny,
another member of VONS, has been in custody since 26March. All
were told that criminai proceedings had been started 'in the matter
of preparation of the criminal act of subversion of the Republic
according to para 7/l and 98/ I of the Criminal Code, for the
ascertained facts showed that documents aimed at undermining
the confidence of the citizens of the CSSR in organs of the State
and at creating a hostile attitude to the Socialist system were being
produced and distributed in large numbers'.

During the questioning the interrogators stated that VONS was an
anti-social, illegal organisation hostile to the State, since it spread
slander among the citizens of the Republic and co-operated with
persons and organisations abroad. The questions were formulated
rvith this in mind: How was the information for the individuai
announcements obtained, who actually wrote them, who typed
them and copied them, who sent them out, where to and by what
means, what help was given to prosecuted citizens, who financed
it, who had contacts with abroad, etc. The persons under
interrogation were given handwriting tests, had their fingerprints,
palm prints and even saliva specimens taken. The interrogators
often put leading questions to themo and indicated openly that all
of them would be charged and that the prosecutor already had the
necessary warrants for their imprisonment.
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The following were released within 48 hours of their arrest: Rudolf
Battek, Ludek Pacovsky, Jiri Ruml, Gertruda Sekaninov&-
Cakrtova, and Jan Tesar. Nine members of VONS were charged
under para 981I (subversion of the Republic, which carries from I
to 5 years' imprisonment). Petr Uhl was charged under para 9812
(liableto 3 to l0years'imprisonment). Vaclav Havei, should he be
found guilty, may also have to serve the 14-month sentence passed
earlier, which was suspended for three years in January 1978.

VONS brought out its programme in an announcement made
public on27 April 1978. This stated, in part:'[n the spirit of the
intentions of Charter 77 and in keeping with its endeavour to
support the creation of smaller working groups to carry out its
various tasks, we have decided to set up a committee to monitor the
cases of persons who are being prosecuted or imprisoned for the
expression of their convictions, or who have fallen victim to
arbitrary police or judicial action. We shall acquaint both the
public and the authorities with these cases, and we hope to
co-operate with anyone who shows an interest in such
co-operation. We therefore appeal to our fellow-citizens to inform
us about such cases. We believe that the work of this committee
will help stop arbitrary police or judicial action. 'We shall acquaint
both the public and the authorities with these cases, and we hope to
co-operate with anyone who shows an interest in such
co-operation. We therefore appeal to our fellow-citizens to inform
us about such cases. We believe that the work of this committee
will help stop arbitrary and unjust prosecution and
imprisonment.'Thus a free association was formed of people who
can, in accordance with Article 29 of the Czechoslovak
Constitution, singlyor jointly, put forward suggestions, proposals
and complaints to our authorities and to the supreme organs of the
State. State institutions are obliged to take note of these
suggestions, proposals and complaints, to reply to them, put them
into operation, or alternatively take the necessary steps to put
matters right. Our government has adopted international
covenants on human and civil rights, and thereby committed itself
not only internationaily, but primarily to its own inhabitants, to
observe all the provisions of these pacts.

VONS therefore constantly draws the attention of the appropriate
state authorities and of the public to the cases in which the rights of
citizens wLre infringed upon. We may mention these as examples: a
journalist is sentenced to 3 years' imprisonment because a
declaration of Charter 77 was allegedly read in his flat even though
there were no witnesses to prove it. And three young peopie, who
during court proceedings dared to withdraw their testimony
because they had the courage to tell the court that it was made
under pressure, were sentenced because 'in a socialist state
interrogators do not use inadmissible pressure'.

A prisoner who objects to the way he is being treated and expresses
fears that fascist methods should not be repeated, is at first accused
of propagating fascism and later sentenced for comparing our
situation to fascism. In a letter to the Prime Minisrer a woman
expresses a view that an official institution acts according to the
size of the bribe one gives it: the Prime Minister's office, instead of
asking for more details, passes the letter on to the relevant organs
and the woman is sentenced.

A citizen is detained because a year ago he was found in possession
of literary texts which are not officially printed in Czechoslovakia.
The contents are irrelevant, only the name of the author matters.
Another of the VONs members, after an inrerrogation at
Bartolomejska Street [the police headquarters in PragueJ is in
front of this very building assaulted by some unknown attackers
and driven far out of Prague, where he is beaten up and left to his
fate. Later a lawyer is prosecuted for mentioned these cases in
front of a public prosecutor, and he is accused of defamation'of
the state authorities, even though these cases were duly reported to
the Public Prosecutor's office for prosecution. Nobody bothered
to investigate them.

Two priests say mass in Esperanto and they are sentenced for
'preventing state supervision over the church'. A spokesman for
Charter 77 is sentenced because he resisted an attack on his
person by a member of the State Security who at that moment
could not claim the protection due to a public official because he
had overstepped his authority. Despite this, the spokesman is
sentenced and thus forced to serve his previous suspended
sentence.

The mother of a prisoner complains to the state authorities that her
son is ill-treated in prison, but instead of investigation of the case
and obtaining a redress, the mother is taken to court and is
sentenced for an 'attack on a state organ'. An engineer who puts
his pay-slip on the notice-board in the factory goes to prison. A
writer goes to prison while his book stands no chance of being

published. Young people, who privately read and copied officially
unpublished literary works and listened to non-conformist music
are also sentenced.

This is just a random survey of cases which have so far been
included in the communiqu6s issued by VONS. VONS has also
informed the public that the police have been continuously
watching some citizens and their flats, have photographed or
filmed their movements (which is against the law), have
mishandled several citizens, have prosecuted them for their
justified criticism of such things as violations of the legal code
regarding public hearings.

So far VONS has produced I 14 communiqu6s. These were as a rule
sent to various state authorities: Public Prosecutor's Office,
Ministry of Justice, Interior Ministry, legal tribunals, etc. These
reports have been known to the public, and the work of VONS has
also attracted positive comments from abroad. Until recently,
however, the State authorities have never reacted, either positively
or negatively, to the suggestions from VONS.

VONS has made it a rule to collect only public documents, such as
indictments, charges, verdicts, appeals, etc. which come from
open iegal Proceedings. The recent action of the authorities
against some VONS members is just another example of their
failure to understand the valuable social function which our
independent initiative is trying to perform among the citizens. The
accusations against ten of our members prove this.

All this shows that the authorities are completely ignoring the text
of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Part
II, Article 2.3:
Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes:
a) to ensure that any person whose rights or freedoms as herein
recognised are violated shall have an effective remedy,
notwithstanding that the violation has been committed by persons
acting in an official capacity;
b) to ensure that any person claiming such a remedy shall have his
right thereto determined by competent judicial, administrative or
legislative authorities, or by any other competent authority
provided for by the legal system of the State, and to develop the
possibilities of judicial remedy;
c) to ensure that the competent authorities shall enforce remedies
when granted.

It seems that the state authorities have interpreted the stipulation
for an effective remedy for citizens to mean that such citizens
should be detained.

Prague, 5 June 1979
voNs
(Committee in Defence of Unjustly Prosecuted Persons)
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Biographies of the Arrested

{The follawing biographies include all the
information which we've received to date
sbout the t 0 accused Chartists. For this
r€oson some of the entries ore very short,
others quite full. As soon ss detailed
biographies become avoilable, we will
updote the information contained here. All
l0 are members both of the Charter and of
r/oNS.l

BEDNAROVA Otka: Born in 1927, she

.;oined the Communist Party in 1945 and
was expelled in 1970. During the '60s she
was one of the best known female TV
journalists in Czechoslovakia; before 1963
she worked ior Radio Prague. In the
mid-60s she lost her job for one year because
,of one TV programme; in 1968 she was
expelled from her job in TV. She then
rvorked as a cleaning woman and ladies
cloakroom attendant; her health was
damaged: she suffered from chronic
hepatitis and disordered pancreas. In 1970
r,vhile working as a cleaning woman a blood
vessel burst in her brain; she became a
semi-invalid and has been treated for the last
five years for metro-rhagia. Since 1973 she
received an invalid's pension; it was
rvithdrawn in 1978 and when she protested a
court backed the withdrawal. For 3 years
now she has been subjected to continuous
Cetentions, house searches and in December
1978 she rvas physicaliy attacked on the
)treet.

BELIKOVA Jarmila: Born in 1948, she losr
her job as a social worker because of her
political opinions. She subsequently
worked as a cleaning woman and as a
manual worker without permanenf
employment.

BEI\DA Yaclav: Born in 1946, a
mathematician and philosopher and a
prominent Czech Catholic. Described by
friends as a'revolutionary democrat', he
was working as a stoker before his arresr
while being both the Secretary of VONS anci
an official spokesperson of Charter 77 . He
has five children.

DIENSTBIER Jiri: One of rhe mosr
prominent Communist journalists working
for Radio Prague in 1968. He was iater an
official correspondent in Washington
before being expelled from the Communist
Party and sacked from his job because of
opposition to the 'Husak normalisation'
that followed the Soviet invasion of
Czechoslovakia. He was interrogated
during the 197l-2 triais of leading
communists and socialists but was not
jailed. He became spokesperson of Charter
77 in Februarv 1979' He has one chiid.

HAVEL Vaclav: One of Czechoslovakia's
most iamous piaywrights, he was a
prominent intellectual figure during the
Prague Spring and one of the signatories of
the 10 Point Manifesto of August 1969, the
last public manifesto against the Soviet
invasion of Czechoslovakia. A rnoving spirit
behind the creation of Charter 7'/, he was
arrested very soon after its appearance while
being one of the three founding
spokespersons of the movement. In October
1977 he was given an l8-month suspended
sentence. During the months atler rhe arrest
of Jaroslav Sabata last October, Havei acted
as a temporary spokesperson again, despite
being under virtuai house arrest. He is a
leading iheorist ivithin the Charter 77
movement.

LIS Ladislav: Born in 1926, a skilied worker
in the engineering industry, he was one of
the organisers of the Prague uprising in May
1945 and subsequenrly joined rhe
Communist Party. He became a member of
the workers' council in the famous CKD
engineering works in Prague and in 1949
became Ceneral Secretary of the Union of
Czechoslovak Youth as weii as
Vice-President of the Worid Federarion of
Democratic Youth. After conflict with
Party leader Novorny in the eariy 1950s he
was removed from these posts and became
an instructor within the Communist Party.
But in 1961 he was expelled from the Party
for struggling for the rehabilitation of
victims of the Stalinisr rerror in the eariy
1950s. In 1968 he was rehabilirared, became
a,secretary of the Prague City Committee of
the Communist Party and was a centrai
organiser of the Vysocany Congress of the
Party held in ciandestinity just after rhe
Soviet invasion. Again expelled from rhe
Party in 1969, he became a manual worker
in the forest timber industry. Twice arrested
he had his invalid's pension withdrawn after
he joined Ctrarter 77. He has rwo children.

MAI,Y Yaclav: A Christian clergyman from
Plzen. Otherwise we as yet know nothing
about him.
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NEMEC Jiri: A psychologist and
contributor to the literary period Tvar in the
1960s, he was born in 1932. Among his
political activities he helped to organise the
underground university, and signed with
others a statement of solidarity with victims
of the Berufsverbot in West Germany in
1978. He has 7 children.

UHL Petr: Born in l94l, a qualified
engineer, Uhl became a Marxist while at
college in Prague in the early 1960s, and
after his experience in the French
Communist Party's student organisation in
the mid-60s he became a revolutionary
Marxist, sympathetic towards, but never a
member of, the Fourth International. In
1968 he played a key part in founding the
Revolutionary Youth Movement which was
one of the first organised movements of the
opponents of the Soviet invasion. The
movement sought to carry out political
propaganda among youth and workers and
for his involvement with this work, Uhl was

jailed in 1969 for 4 years. An important
organiser within the Charter movement, he
has been editor of the Charter Information
Bulletin and figured prominently in the
theoretical discussions within the Charter.
He has two children and his wife, Anna
Sabatova, a form*r political prisoner, is a
member of VOFii{.

NEMCOVA Dana: A psychologist, she has
played a leading role in organising the Czech
cultural underground. She has 7 children.

to accept the Soviet occupation *€'
Czechoslovakia and because of his
courageous stand he was expelled from the
Party in 1969 and sent to do heavy manual
labour in an iron foundry.

He refused, however, to abandon his
struggle for socialist democracy. When the
Husak regime organised rigged elections in
November 1969, Dr. Sabata helped to
organise a leafletting campaign, pointrng
out to voters their right to refuse to vote or
to cross out the official list of candidates on
the ballot paper. For this, Sabata was-
arrested and jailed in the summer of 1972 to
6Yz years for 'subversion', along with his
two sons and daughter, who received lesser
sentences.

After a heart attack in 196/, Dr. Sabata
suffered from heart disease and duodenal
ulcers. In prison he was unable to receive
proper treatment for these conditions, was
given food which aggravated his ulcer
complaint and suffered a severe heart attack'
inl9T?which left him unconscious for some
days.

Dr Sabata was released in pdibmber 1976.
However, the remaining lYz yeius of hir
sentence were not cancelled, but suspended
for a period of 3 years.

In the spring of 1978 he became one of the
three spokespersons for the Charter. He was
arrested in October 1978 and held in prison
until January I I when he received his first
sentence. By convicting him of insulting a
policeman, the authorities acquired the legal
right to make Sabata serve the remaining
lVz years of his earlier. 

lntence.
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Before the arrest of the 10 Charter 77 and
VCTNS members on 29 M"y, another
member of these two bodies, Albert Cerny,
was already in jail. Not yet brought to trial,
Cerny may well be linked to the other 10 and
tried with them.

Cerny signed the Charter in 1978 and joined
VONS three months later. He was arrested
and held for 36 hours on I June 1978, during
Brezhnev's visit to Prague, while police
seized 14 samizdat books, underground
music tapes and many documents of the
group of Independent Socialists, to which
.Cerny adheres, from his flat.

Cerny was arrested again on 26 March this
year and has been charged with subversion
under Article 98/ I and facilitating help for
criminal activity under Article l0/ lc of the
Criminal Code.

Cerny was born in Bratislava in 1937 and is
an actor by profession. In 1968 he was a
member of KAN (the Club of Committed
N*n-Party Members) in Opava. In 1969 he
was banned from all theatres and worked
for many years as a driver for the Red Cross
in Brno.

A number of people who did not at first sign
the Charter-an act which drew immediate
police attention-wer.e nevertheless ex-
tremely active in support of the movement.
Albert Cerny appears to have been one of
these. His arrest is another indication that
the aim of the authorities is to jail many of
the main activists in the movement,

The Cases of Cerny and Sabata

Jaroslav Sabata plctured shortly belore hls arrest
last October.
Jaroslav Shbata, veteran communist and
leader of Charter 77, was sentenced to 18
months in jail on l0 May 1979. Sabata was
already serving a 9-month sentence for
insulting a policeman.

Born in 1927, Sabata joined the
Czechoslovak Communist Party at the age
of 19. At the age of 2l he became press
secretary on the Party committee of Brno,
the second most important Czech city. For
l3 years he lectured in Marxism-Leninism at
Brno University and became head of the
Psychology Department there.

In the spring of 1968 Dr. Sabata was elected
head of the Party in the Brno region and
became a member of the Central
Committee. He was one of the few Central
Committee members who resolutely refused

t*ttt*tt
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One important aspect of the preparations
for a trial of prominent Charter 77
signatories in Prague has been the
repressive action taken against Dr. Josef
Danisz during the last 6 months. Danisz is a
Czech lawyer who has become well known
for his willingness to defend Charter 77

signatories in court"

Lawyers in Czechoslovakia are salaried
state employees and they are therefore
deeply affected in their work by the
political character of the state that they
serve. When the present authorities in,
Czechoslovakia wish to take legal action
against opponents, they can do so in the
knowledge that they have formidable
powers for exerting pressure on the legal
profession. Thus, as a rule, lawyers have
refused requests to defend arrested
Chartists, forcing the accused to accept
defence counsels chosen by the legal
authorities themselves.

But Dr Danisz broke this rule and accepted,
on grounds of professional duty, defence
briefs for many prosecuted Chartists.
Furthermore, in one case after another he
showed in court that he was ready to carry
out his responsibilities in a vigorous and
resourceful manner, without fear of
reprisals. By acting in this way he placed in
jeopardy the smooth functioning of judicial
repression against Charter 77 .

The work of Dr Danisz began to bear fruit,
and one case in particular must have
seriously alarmed the authorities in Prague.
This was the trial of Jiri Chmel, aged 24, in
July 1978. Chmel was accused of two
subversive acts: allowing others to sign
Charter 77 in his flat, and playing tapes of
non-conformist music in a public place.
The Committee in Defence of Unjustly
Prosecuted Persons (VONS) covered the
case in detail and Dr Danisz was the defence
lawyer for Chmel. The prosecution brought
forward two witnesses for each of the
charges.
Under questioning in court, the two people
who were supposed to have witnessed
Chmel playing his musical tapes 'in front of
the Luna restaurant' denied that they had
ever seen the accused. And the two other
witnesses, who were expected to confirm
that they had signed the Charter in Chmel's
flat, declared that they had been pressured

by their interrogators into giving false
evidence. By telling the truth in this wtlY,

the four prosecution witnesses made a
mockery of the trial.

Jiri Chmel received 18 months in jail and
the four witnesses were also jailed, for
between one and two years each. They were
convicted of having given false testimony.
Action to remove Dr Danisz from the legal
profession was soon to follow.

When Charter 77 spokesperson Jaroslav
Sabata was arrested in October 1978, Dr

The f)anisz Affair

Danisz consented to defend him. But on 8
January 1979, three days befole Sabata's
trial was due to start, the Commbtee of the
Prague Municipal Association of Lawyers
called for the expulsion of Dr Danisz from
the legal profession. #
The charges against Dr Danisz related to
remarks he had made during the Chmel
trial and during the pre-trial investigation
of the Sabata case. At the Chmel trial he

had referred to the judicial procedures used

during the terror of the early 1950s. On
completion of the pre-trial investigation of
the Sabata case, he had had a personal

discussion with the investigating judge,

Adamova, who had asked him whether he

really thought that the Czech police would
hit detainees. He had replied that he
personally knew some cases of this. Such a

reply was now construed as insulting the
judicial authorities.

JU Dr Josel Danisz

At this point some explanation of the
organsiation of the legal profession nay be

usefr:l Lawyers are salaried empl\ryees of
the various municipals councils in
Czechoslovakia and as such they are
members of the MuniciPal LawYers'
Associations. It was the executive
committee of this body in Prague which
called for Dr Danisz's expulsion from the
profession. But for such an expulsion to
take effect it must be approved by the

lawyers' trade union, a seParate

organisation to which all lawyers belong. In
the first instance. the matter was put before
Dr Danisz's local trade union committee,
and this body rejected the request for his

expulsion. Hbwever, the case then went to a
higher organ of the union which ratified the

expulsion, giving it effect for 3 years. It was

,considered that lawyers should not simply
respect the institutions of the socialist state;

they should at the same time actively lead

the citizens of the country to show such

- By Oliver MacDonald
respect for state institutions. This, it was
held, Dr Danisz had failed to do.

Dr Danisz's expulsion set the scene for legal
repression to be inaugurated against him.
In March he was brought before a court
and sentenced to 3 months imprisonment,
suspended for one year. The grounds for
this conviction were drawn from a
previously unremarked event which took
place four years ago in 197 5. According to
Charter 77 circles in Prague, the course of
events was as follows: Dr Danisz was
leaving a restaurant when a policeman
roughly accosted him and demanded his
papers. Dr Danisz responded by saying that
'the police in a socialist state should not
behave in such a manner. Hence his

conviction for 'insulting a policeman'. At
the appeal proceedings held on 14 June, the
three months' sentence was confirmed and
Danisz was further banned from practising
as a lawyer for a period of three years.

It appears that Dr Danisz now faces a
further prosecution resulting from the
conversation with Judge Adamova
mentioned above. A trial for insulting a
magistrate is apparently being prepared.
However, it appears that the sole witness
which the prosecution could bring forward,
a typist present when the conversation took
place, has said she is not able to remember
what was said during the discussion.

Dr Danisz's appeal against his expulsion
from the legal profession was postponed
indefinitely at a hearing also held on 14

June. Until then, he had been legally able to
practise and had been starting work as

defence counsel for Vaclav Havel, one of the
ten Chartists arrested on 29 May. The
authorities circumvented this by calling him
as a witness in the case of another arrested
Chartist, Vaclav Benda: it is not possible to
appear at a trial both as a witness and as a
defence lawyer. But now, after the
three-year ban imposed at the judicial
appeal, the regime has ensured that Danisz
wilt be unable to practise for a long time
whatever the eventual verdict on his
expulsion from the legal profession.

The Danisz affair shows both the brutal
chicanery of the judicial process in
Czechoslovakia and the existence of real
pressures to institute correct legal norrns.
The role of VONS has been precisely to
bring real influence to bear to ensure the
legal rights of the accused. This has also
been the role of Dr Danisz. By posing this
issue sharply in the court-room, in
Czechoslovak society and internationally,
they have made possible a real, substantial
advance in this limited sphere of social life
in Czechoslovakia. But the response of the
governing authorities to the information
which VONS has brought to light has been
sweeping repression and more flagrant
abuse.
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IBelow we inteniew Zdenek Mlynar, who
was o member of the Communist Party of
Czechoslovakia's Presidium and a
Secretory of its Central Committee under
Alexonder Dubcek in 1968-9, and a leading
theorist of the Prague Spring. Expelled
from the Party in 1969 he became o central
figure in the 'ex-communist- Dubcekite
opposition and played a key role in
establishing Charter 77. Forced to emigrote
in 1977 he now lives in Vienna. He is on the
Editoriol Board of Listy, the journal of the
Czechoslovak sociolist opposition, pub-
lished in Rome" The interview wos
conducted by Oliver MacDonald"l

Do you think the trial in Czechoslovakia has
international significance; that there could
be more to it than just simply e response to
domestic conditions?

The Prague trial is part of a co-ordinated
offensive against the opposition throughout
the Soviet bloc. It appears that a decision
was made last April at a meeting in Prague
of all the East European Ministers of the
Interior and the Heads of Security
Departments of the CP Secretariats, that the
opposition movement would be crushed by
1980. They seem to be attempting to ensure
that what happened before the Belgrade
Conference of 1977 should not be repeated
before the Madrid follow-up conference
next year. Soviet leading circles also seem to
be concerned that the political opposition in
Eastern Europe should be silenced before
Brezhnev disappears. There is a continuous
chain of events from the Shcharansky-Orlov
trials right through the steps taken against
the writers and intellectual circles in East
Germany, down to the present attempts to
stage a Prague trial.

Poland seems to be an exception and this is
perhaps because of two reasons: first of all,
the opposition movement is particularly
strong, the internal situation is very complex
and the opposition movements including the
underground culture, i.e. the samizdat, have
been particularly active. And it hasn't been
possible to do anything inside Poland lately
because it coincided with the Pope's visit to
Poland which took up the entire political
scene. But I think that an attempt to crush
the Polish opposition movement will be
made this coming autumn. This is what
makes it particularly important that the
Prague Trial meets with an adequate
response from international public opinion
And therefore if the response to these trials
is'firm by the international public then this
may have important repercussions for the
entire Soviet bloc.

The International Significance of the
Prague Trial - Interview with Z. Mlynar.,

Do you think that this policy yis-l-vis the
opposition involves slso a change in attitude
towards detente rnd the West on the part of
the Soviet leaderchip sp;i ,saot?

In acceding to the l :inki Accords and
other agreements t, Soviet leadership
naturally did not h;,:*,ye any intention of
doing anything on rir* home political front
which would co*aradict their political
interest. And it was so be expected that they
would only agree to widen the scope of
political expression at home to the extent
that international public opinion could
force them. Not only public opinion, but
also governments - all the forces.

The policy of detente offers a great number

economic, political, and military. And the
Soviet Union will not waive all these
advantages simply for a matter of greater or
lesser civil rights. This is on a general plane.

Specifically as far as the Vienna talks are
concerned, I don't believe that significant
progress will be reached there within the
foreseeable future whatever happens. As
long as Breznhev is still there the Soviet
leadership will not consider any significant
change in its policy. And what comes after
Brezhnev will be a new stage.

You said that in 197t the response of the
Western left to arrests was too weak. What
are the political obstacles to taking a strong
stand, and what kind of policy would you
like to see followed by, srV, the Social
Democratic Parties or the Communist
Parties vis-t-vis these questions?

It's not that reaction by public opinion
hadn't been strong, enough; but the
Belgrade Conference itself, showed the
Soviet leadership that they could go very far
in their suppression of the human rights
movements. And the Belgrade Conference
seems to have reached an agreement that of
verbally, course, that although there wold
be stress on human rights, in reality this
would not prevent or interfere with
agreement on any other matters. The
reason may be in that the policy of detente in
Europe is generatly seen in too narrow a way
as being based exclusively on the balance of
nuclear armaments. But I believe that the
policy of security in Europe and detente in
general can only be ensured by a political
balance. And this includes a minimum of
mutual trust, especially trust that
commitments entered into by agreement will
be safeguarded. And that they will be
observed even where one or other side finds
this relatively obnoxious and it represents a
concession by that side. So what must be
aimed at is a political compromise by both
sides. And I believe that the Belgrade
Conference led to the conclusion that the
Soviet Union, for one, was not duty-bound
to observe any commitments within its own
sphere. And this was a result of fear that this
might interfere with bringing about a
balance in nuclear armaments. And I believe
that this was a political rnistake.

As far as the other part of your eucstion is
concerned, I believe that the forces of the
Left should make these aspects, that is, the
necessity of a political compromise, very
clear. And that the Left, for one, should
avoid considering the problem of security in
Europe to be the sole result of a balance of
nuclear armaments.

Thpre may have been some misunder-
standings, particularly in the West, that by
virtue of signing the Helsinki Accords alone,
an extension of democratic freedoms at
home would be ensured. It's been the policy
of the Soviet leadership to claim that any
advocacy of the extension of democratic
rights at home was in contradiction with the
policy of detente, it constituted a policy of
interference with Soviet law, other East
European internal affairs, and was
therefore undermining international agree-
mgnts"

All the regimes in the Soviet bloc have been
trying to test the ground to see the extent to
which they could move against the
opposition. For example, prior to the
Belgrade Conference the Prague regime
didn't dare prosecute anybody for such
things as the dissemination of documents or
literature. But when they found in 1978 that
international response to such actions was
not particularly strong then their policy
changed. Thus for example, in the last few
days, last Tuesday a young sociologist J.
Matlik was sentenced to 3 l/2 years' jail in
Prague for the mere fact of having
duplicated Charter documents.

Some people on the left in the West feel
strong pressure on civil and democratic
rights will threaten detente and halt progress
on things like the Vienna talks on the
Multilaterial Balance Force Reductions.
What is your view of these arguments?

We can hardly look at things in this way.
And I would dciwnright resent considera-
tions made from a starting point of fear,
that such and such an action would rouse the
anger of the Soviet leadership, and should
therefore not be taken. Any process which
involves two contradictory principles of
totalitarianism and democracy inevitably
brings conflict. And it is an
over-simplification to say that such
processes have only two alternatives:
conflict or detente, cold war or detente. This
is the thesis of the Soviet leadership but in
reality this amounts to political blackmail.
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An international socialist appeal for the release
of the 10 arrested Chartists has been gaining
support throughout Western europe and Canada.
Launched by Labour Focus in coniunction with
the Sozialistisches Osteuropakomitee in West
Berlin and with Listy editor Jiri Pelikan, the
appeal has already been signed by 77 Labour
Mps and by a number of prominent members of
the CPGB in this country. Both the Bertrand
Russell Peace Foundation and the Eastern
Europe Solidarity Campaign have given active

International Appeal Against Trial

assistance to the campaign for signatures in
Britain, and a new Charter 77 Detence Gp.mmittee
set up by the Com m ittee to Defend Gze6'itoslovak
Socialists with the support of Labour Focus is
now co-ordinating all aspects of the defence of
the Chartists in Britain. ,S,

Jiri Pelikan is circulating the appeal to Socialist
and Communist members of the recently-elected
European Assembly of which he is a member,
and the Eastern Europe Solidarity Campaign has

sent the appeal to every single local
Constituency Labour Party in Britain. The first
response has come from the Maidstone CLP and
many more should follow in the next few weeks.

Below we print the names of Czechoslovak and
East European socialists in the West who have
signed the appeal as well as an initial list of
Labour MPs and CPGB members, and socialist
defence organisations in Britain.

Czechoslovak authorities put the 10 Chartists on
trial, Dr. Husak's words will be shown to be
simply a shoddy public relations exercise to
conluse public opinion in the West.

We do not for one moment belieye that the 10
arrested Chartists have engaged in any activity
which could iustify their imprisonment. We
appeal to the Czechoslovak authorities to
intervene for the.release of all 10 arrested
Chartists: Otka Bedanrova, Jarmila Belikova,
Vaclav Benda, Jiri Dienstbier, Vaclav Havel,
Ladislav Lis, Vaclav Maly, Dana Nemcova, Jiri
Nemec and Petr Uhl.

We also appeal lor the release of Jiri Lederer,
Ales Machacek, Jaroslav Sabata, Albert Cerny
and all other imprisoned Charter 77 supporters.

We call for the re-instatement of Dr. Danisz as a
rractising lawyer.

We call upon the Czechoslovak authorities to
allow the Committee in Defence oI Unjustly
Prosecuted Persons(VONS) to continue its work
without harassment.

ll a trial ol the 10 arrested Chartists takes place,
uve demand an open trial and provisions lor
tabour movement and human rights
organisations in the West to be able to attend the
trial as obsewers.

We make this appeal as determined socialists
who leel that this kind ol repressive and
intolerant behaviour is an affront to socialisl
ideals.

The arrest ol 1 0 prom inent Charter 77
campaigners at the end ol May can be interpreted
only as an attempt by the Czechoslovak
authorities to suppress the entire civil rights
mouement in Czechoslovakia. lt llouts the
prlnciples held by an overwhslming maiority ol
socialists and trade unionists in the West, and it
f lies in the face of the Czechoslovak
government's own repeated assurances that no
repressive action would be taken against civil
rights campaigners.

The scale ol the arrests and the gravity ol the
charges make the present action the most
serious case of repression in Czechoslovakia
since the jailing in 1971 ol socialists who had
been prominent in lhe Prague Spring. These
arrests include two of the three functioning
Charter spokespersons, Jiri Dienstbier and
Vaclav Benda, and the editor ol the Charler
lnlormation Bulletin, Petr Uhl. They atso include
the well-known Czech playwright and lormer
Charter spokesperson, Vaclav Havel.

All 10 arrested Chartists are members ol the
Committee in Delence ol Unjustly Prosecuted
Persons (VONS), a body lormed by Charter
signatories in April 1978 which has perlormed
valuable work in defence ol civil liberties. VONS
bases ils work on the principles of Amnesty
lnternational which are also enshrined in
Czechoslovak law, and its activities have
consisted of over 100 detailed, factual
communiqu6s itemising breaches in the legal
code by the police and judicial authorities in
handling political cases. For this activity all 10

are being chaiged with subversion on a large
scale. This carries a senlence ranging lrom 3 to
10 years' imprisonment. The olf icial
Czechoslovak news agency charged the group
with 'aiming to evoke distrust against the state
system and its organs on the part of the public',
a charge so yague as to be applicable to almost
any critic of the authorities. lts use in thls case
involves an attempt to intimidate all campaigners
for civil rights in Czechoslovakia.

Since the movement's foundation in January
1977. Charter 77 supporters have been sacked
from their jobs, harassed and imprisoned. Jiri
Lederer and Ales Machacek have been in iail
since the first weeks ol the movement. And a,

conyicted ol subversion, Vaclav Havel laces a
f urther 18 months in iail lor a suspended
sentence he received in October 1977.

The May arrests follow lhe iailing of Charter
sookesperson Jaroslay Sabata lor Zrh years, the
imprisonmenl ol VONS member of Albert Cemy,
and the e4lulsion ol Josel Danisz, a courageous
delence lawyer, from the Prague Municipal
Lawyers' Association, thereby excluding him
from his profession. And in the wake ol the
arrests, Zdena Tominoya, the only Charter
spokesperson not detained, was badly beaten up
by an unidentif ied thug _ an all too familiar lorm
ol intimidation by repressive regimes in many
parts of the world today.

Only this spring, President Husak told the
Austrian President that no repression would be
used against Charter 77 supporters. lf the

czechoslovak socialists ln Exlle. .. Atkinson MP, Mlchael Foot MP, Eric Heffer MP, lurope, Plastic people olt"r"" Fund, RudolfThe Editorial Board of lnrorma^cni talerldy, the NeilKinnock Mp, Joan Lestor M'p, Jo"n Maynard Bahrb Defence-Co*iitt""- -"-'
Editorial Board of Llsty, Jitka Bidlasova_(Charter Mp, Dennis Skinner Mp, Renee bnort Up.
77, nov,t in Sweden), lvan Bystrina (West B€rlin),
Zdenek Heizlar (LIsty editorial board, Sweden), Oth"r Labour party ilemberc of parllament
Cyrill John (Sweden,_editor of_Scandinavian Donald Anderson, Andrew Bennett, Sidney
Llely), Jan Kavan (Director, Palach. Presc, Bidwell, Ron Brown; Jeremy Bray, Norman
England), Ludvik Kavin (Direc-tor, Palach Prast, Bucha:, D6nis Canavan, RoUin Gooi, Laurence
Vienna), .Zdenek..lvllynar !Ch3_ttgl 77, Llsly Cunctitie, Stantey Ctinton Davis, Frank Dobson,
editorial board, Vienna), Adolf Muller (Llsly A; Dubs, Tom Eliis, Raymond Eitis, toan Evans, Firsl Signatorlos ,rom the CPGB
editorial board, West Germany), Jlri Pallas John Evans, Frank Fiald, Alan Fitch, Marln _David Aaronovltch (National Secretary NUS),
(Charter 77, direclot of Safran- R€cords, now in Flannery, Leopold Fletcher, Ted Fletcher, Colin Boatman (London Dlstrict Committee),
Sweden),JiriPelikan(editor.ofLlsty,Memb€rof George'-Foulkis, Reginald Freeson, John Alan Booth (Natlonal Educatlon Organiser),
European Assembly, ltaly), Jan Sling (England), Carrelt, Norman 

'Hoggl 
Stuart Holand, Frank Derek Boothman (West Europe SuFCommittes),

Marian Sling (Secr€tary of Committee to Defend Hooley, Robert ff rid'tres, Wiltiam Hughes, George Bridges (London District Committee),
Czechoslovak Socialists, London), lvan Hart€l RusseiiKerr, hobertfitroy-Sitk, Red Leadb-itter, Chris Crowley (National Student Commlttee),
(Manager, Plastlc Poople Defence _Fund, R. Leighton, Alex Lyon, Kevln McNamara, Paul Fauvet (lnternational Affalrs Commlttoe),
England),-Vladimir Derer (Convenor o, Eastern Oon"gli Macgonald, jotrn Maxton, Michaei .Josie Green (Executive Commltteo of CPGB),
Europe Solidarity Camp-aign), Ruth Tosek Meacier, lan Mikardo, Dr Maurice Mlller, RC Mark Hanlson (Midlands District Committ6€),
(Secretary, Charter 77 Defence Committee, Mitchell, George Morton, stan Newens,s Martin Eric Hobsbawm, Monty Johnstons, Phlllppa
England). O'Neill, Georgl park. L. pavitt, Tom Fendrey, Langton (London District Commltlee), Dave

othor EaBt European Soclallsrs .tohn Prescot'i, chris Prtce, ieo Race. atiri Lloyd (Mornlng star), J. Hunt (chalrporson,

wotf Biermann (formerty tbR, now- west Roberts, Ernie Roberts, Geoitrev-Rolinson. Jo Midlands Distrlct GPGB, Reglonal officer

cermany), Thomas Evrer troiieiry con, no" Ricnaroion, Jelf Fooker, Alan'Boberts, John IGwu)' Brian Mitchell (South Essex Dlstrlct

west Berlin), Jurgen Fucns iioir"irv obfi, no" Ryman, Peter Snape, cllve Soley, Jack Stallard, committee)' Steve Munby (organlslng Secreatry

fi;i ;;;iil,1;-in;i;;*s di"ii"iJ.i 
-(iormerty 

J-ick Straw, sran rhorne, Joh; riney, Frank oJ.the Youns communlst Leasue)' Paul ollve

A;i,n; i,v;.t6"ailnt,fr"iii"i-niilritormerry white, phillip whttehead, David winnick, Atec (Mornlns star)' Brisitte Pemberton (Branch

f,f,H: ;;; ii;i B;;iili; r,l1irrliWitoi f iir"g"ry, woodar, sniita wristrt. chairperson, Netherthorpe sherrield)' steve
Palmer (Natlonal Student Committse), B P

tomporarily in west Germany)' 
Labour Moyemonl commlttees Rarvlins (Basingstoko cp secretary), Geofl

Errarn Bertrand Bussell Peace Foundation. Charter 77 Boberts (Edltor, Sociallst Europe), G. Palmer

temborsortheNational Erecutlvocommlttoool D€fence committee, committee to Detend (M.ergeysidoAreaCommlttee), Jacky Rushforth,

tho Labour party czechoslovak Soclitists, Eastern Eurooe (cUL organlser), Ron spsncer (Burnley Branch

Tony Benn Mp, Frank ,.;iaun Mp, Ndrman sottdariticimpalgn, Lauour Focus on Eastern secretary). a
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Poland and the Pope's Yisit - By Adam Michnik

This unusual Pope is coming to Polandn to one of the most
unusual countries of Eastern Europe, at an unusual time. He is

undertaking his visit at a time when the country's fate is being
decided.

At first glance everything appears to be normal in Poland. The
people are working, the trams are running, the newspapers are
full of complacency. But at a conference of Communist
sociologists, which took place in March in Jablonna near
Warsaw, the mood was one of depression.

Those taking part, all of them Party members, fell into two
groups: the optimists and the pessimists. The latter came to the
conclusion that the present economic and political development
would result in a huge explosion of social discontent and-its
inevitable consequence-Soviet military intervention.

The optimists were of the opinion that a popular uprising was

inevitable also, but believed that it would not result in military
intervention hy the Soviets because Poland's police and army
would put down the uprising on their own.

On the eve of the Pope's visit, awareness of the crisis is universal.
Never before in the history of Socialist Poland has authority been

so utterly in ruins as it is today; never was it so helpless and
inconsistent. In Stalin's time, when the elimination of opponents,
terror and poverty were the daily bread of the Polish people, the
power of the State aroused not only hatred, but above all fear.
Today it is the object of scorn and contempt.

Against the background of this State leadership, which has
compromised itself completely, the behaviour of the Polish
episcopate becomes especially significant. The authority of the
Church has always been great in Poland and in recent years has
shown itself to be unshakeable.

The voice of the bishops became the most important voice in the
process of shaping social aspirations, feelings and emotions.
Then the election of a Polish cardinal as Pope raised this
authority of the Polish church to the level never before attained.
The Church has become a state within a state, a sovereign state
within one which is not sovereign. A series of coquettish measures
undertaken by the organs of the State gave rise to the fear in
many circles that a new variation of the alliance between throne
and altar might occur.

I do not share this fear. I do not believe in the possibility of such
an alliance, even though temporary compromises are of course
possible. The Church knows that it owes its authority to its
determined defence of fundamental human values.

To quote Tocqueville, there is no worse time for a bad
government than that during which it seeks to improve itself.
What is more: As a rule such a government is incapable of
correctly defining the serious crisis situation in which it finds
itself.

I shall attempt to help them in this.

The present crisis is a crisis of the system of the exercise of power.
Edward Gierek, who promised the people pragmatism and
prosperity, has not learned the full lesson from the demise of his
predecessor Gomulka;

Admittedly, perhaps he understood that one cannot solve any
political conflicts by using police repression- but he has

obviously not understood to this day that to overcome the crisis a
bold prograinme of social reforms is absolutely necessary.

When I published my essay 'Polish Perspectives' in Der Spiegel
two years 8go, I was still hopeful that Gierek and his team were
capable of formulaiing such a programme of reforms. Today I no
longer have this hope. They are like the Bourbons - they have
understood nothing, they have learnt nothing. They are capable
only of mindless conservatism, and their only philosophy is:
Change nothing the main thing is that we hang on until
tomorrow!

An example of the situation into which Edward Cierek allowed
himself to be manoeuvred: On the eve of May Day the party
leader very warmly shook hands in front of the television cameras
with the sport student Jerzy Folcik, the leader of a gang of
hooligans, which several days earlier had demolished the flat of
the KOR member Jacek Kuron and had beaten up members of his
family and their guests in the most brutal fashion.

This scene, which was captured by Polish television-on that very
same May Day the political thug Folcik was solemnly presented
with his Party membership card-was truly symbolic. It was,
however, not a symbol of the inhumanity of this state power, but
a symbol of its enormous stupidity and its complete decay. t

The deployment of this gang of thugs was compared in Warsaw
with those which took place in Germany before Hitler took
power. However, Jacek Kuron correctly concludes that despite
superficial similarities there is a fundamental difference: Whereas
those thugs paved Hitler's way to power, the former signalled the
end of Gierek's power and that of his team.

Within the leadership of the Party there are obviously those who
believe that a change in personnel would be sufficient to get out
of this blind alley. I should like to assure these people that they
are completely wrong. This time a change of names will satisfy no
one and please no one. What is required is a change in the
mechanisms of government, a change in the spirit of pluralism and
regard for human rights.

And another thing is certain: The democratic opposition is not
interested in a confrontation with the State on the streets. Its aim
is a development whereby Poland is spared both a Soviet military
intervention and also a civil war. We want to exert peaceful
pressure in order to arrive at a new model for the relations
between the State and the people.

The Pope's visit is taking place at a time of possible change, at a
time fear is fighting hope. Many are comparing the Pope's visit
with Khomeini's return to lran, and in the caf6s of Warsaw one
hears talk of the 'Redeemer Khomeini' coming. I believe this
comparison to be wrong. In his encyclical the Pope precisely
defined the Church's tasks. These include the defence of human
rights, but not direct participation in political life.

Nevertheless: Although the Pope's visit has taken on the
character of a religious pilgrimdge, its moral and political
consequences will be great. It will be a powerful demonstration oi
the bond between the Polish people and the world of Christian
culture, a demonstration of their solidarity with the Catholic
Church, and a demonstration of their yearning for freedom, the
champion of which they see as being their fellow countryman
John Paul II, the defender of human rights.

The significance of this demonstration could be immense and
lasting" It will strengthen the vigour and courage of the people
and it will contribute to the Poles feeling less isolated and more
closely fraternised. And there is nothing this people has more
need of todby.
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The Situation in the Country And the Programme ol the Opposition -
Some Notes - by Jacek Kuron

I The following important document is remarkable for the light ir
throws both on the current situation tn Poland and on the thinkint
of one of the moin leaders of the KOR. Kuron's views wil,
undoubtedly lead to considerable discussion within the Polisl
opposition and they will also surprise msny in the West with
stereotyped views of the thinking of the various oppositton
cvtrrents in Poland. The article oppeared tn the third issue thts yea,
af the KOR Information Bulletin and wos made available by the
Appeal for the Polish Workers. Translation.for Labour Focus Ls

hy Pawel Jankowski. J

I- The fundamental assumption underlying these reflections is a

fear that we are threatened with an explosion of popular anger on a
larger scale even than the combined force of June 1956, December
1970, June 1976 and March 1968.! As we know, such an explosion
could easily become a national tragedy - in all probability a

struggle with an eventual Soviet armed intervention.

Where does my fear flow from, and is it not a fear held only by me?

We currently face a lowering of the population's standard of living
which can be compared only with that which occurred in 1953
when the 6-year plan fell apart. In addition, the social situation is
fundamentally different from what prevailed then. At that time a

terror reaching practically every sphere of social life reigned
supreme. Allied to this terror was a prevailing fear and an inability
for people to'make contact with one another. The standard of
living expected was restricted by the still fresh memory of wartime
and immediate post-war misery (and for many also pre-war)
together with the absence of accessible examples of prosperous
societies" A large majority of the workers were new arrivals from
the villages and they both felt the advan'cement which thir
change represented and also lacked any of the traditions of thr
workers' struggle" Permeating the consciousness of this group and
also, it appears, of others, was a still active faith in the real or
supposed achievements of the new system. The entire society was
convinced of the strength of the new system, whether they saw its
effects as purely negative or as purely positive. The social elite, and
I have in mind here all types and shades of opinion-formers as well
as those who wished to and were able to engage in political activity
or play a part in public affairs, were either fragmented in those
years or presented themselves as supporters of the new order"

the current situation from all previous crises is the universal
awareness within society of organised activity by opponents of the
system. f{rave in mind here not the direct influence of these social
movements, 'still very limited, but simply a knowledge of their
existence. Whereas a direct influence indicates methods of
realisingfFrnands and thus limits an explosion, so the awareness of
the oppdi;ition's existence does not provide these methods; it
simply weakens fear and rnobilises people against the authorities
and thus aids the authorities. An analogous function is fulfilled by
the unusual triumph of the Church through the choice of a Polish
Cardinal as Pope. The authorities are doing everything possible to
make the Church, in the eyes of society, &tr acknowledged
opponent of the system. In consequence, the Church's triumph is
viewed as a defeat for the ruthorities.

The market situation is, despite everything, better than the overall
situation within the country. The authorities are attempting to halt
the fall in the standard of living and in so doing they are weakening
the tempo of economic life" The possibilities of such a policy will
undoubtedly be exhausted by the end of this year" Circumstances
of life will rapidly worseR.

The fact is that the events of December 1970 and June 1976 were
caused directly by an increase in prices. These decisions formed a
unified attack on the whole of society and in connection with that
were the signal for the processes that occurred then. It is possible
that the authorities will not make such a decision this time and so
will not provide the signal. I fear that despite that, nothing will be
altered"

As I mentioned previously the current attack on the standard of
living touches the whole of society and it is rapidly being
lowered. In these circumstances, the signal could be a multitude
of events, continually reiurring. A strike in a large enterprise
where the authorities refuse to yield, confusion in front of a shop,
the first brutal intervention by the police or, as took place in
Tychy, an attempt to removea cross from the centre of town.4 It is
sufficient that that, or any other incident, could signal the start of
local riots and the conflagration would encompass the whole
country. Only if the authorities yield can a local explosion
Iike that which occurred in Tychy be halted. That, on the
other hand, further prepares the ground for a subsequent
explosion, and that within the whole country.

I write so much about that period because all other assaults on the
standard of living (economic crises) have evoked strarJopp"rlttr" I can see other, less important causes of an explosion. on the other
within society aid'explosions on a more or tess toct ffi;: ih; hand, I cannot see anything which would limit it, apart from the

current attack is the largest so far and *. 
"r. 

fiuiigi-.oirgir ori fact that people rather like peace, have th'eir own ordinary lives tc
deepest crisis. There is n6 terror, and indeed there ei;;;"-;;il lead and would not like to lose that nor, ordinarily to change it.
ot ill the successes won through workers, rt.uggr.l ,rr"rueiilh; This is a constant factor, yet despite that, from time to time,

most recent, which in the main occurred witnoui tr""arfr"a"; risings, revolts and revolutions do occur'
Moreover, each of these successes left behind it a residue of hatred
and a thirst for revenge. 2. I have no doubt that we all see rioting as an evil which we should

try to prevent. Disregarding the threat of a social intervention, the
We are a society which is iufficiently open to be generally in- authorities of the Polish People's Republic, as evidenced by the
fluenced by Wesiern patterns of livingstandards, strJngthinia as December events' will not shrink before the slaughter of people

they are by myth. A relative increase in real wages at the iart of the and they-can still find the strength to do that. I have no doubt that
l9i0s sharpened appetites and awakenea f,6p*-"ipr"rprritv. the whole. rFmocratic opposition wishes to realise its aspirations

Thus the current rigression is felt with so much rnoi. p"in. i, .for parliamentary democracy and independent statehood
recenr years, startin! with June 1976, a radical ;i;;;;dftrc ;i gradually' by peaceful means- Attempts to smash the system right
authoriiy as authoritly has entered popular 

"onr.io6nigi;;pi; 
now, if we are not forced into it (seepoint 7 of these notes), I regard

lack any faith in the ;bility of the auttrorities to airect so;tA- ll,.1g: as adventurism. The enormous social costs of such an undertaking
There ii plenty of evidenci inai"atiniitruiihi dl;ih;;;il are indisputable. A nirtional tragedv is more than likelv, while
basis. Ai prirert there is a pariysis or 

"utrroiiiy 
;d-;; success is doubtful"

anarchisation of society on an unprecedented scale' 
3. The progxamme for social self-organisation, that is for the

The absence of terror makes possible the formation of social elites. organisation of Polish society into independent social movements

And it seems that almost all those who can Ue counteA aJff;;l;; with institutions like the Committee of Peasant Self-defence, the
to these elites are at present negatively disposea torraras til; ffi; Lree 

tqde .union1, stlg9nt committees of solidarity5, is currently
and state authoritiis. This ilso in ruair i"rti ;;b;;r';e the onlv way of realising the aims of the opposition and the
probably sections of the apparatus. rrri r.a f""tdr ai-ffir"ilffi; aspirations of the people. At the same time it is a means of limiting
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an explosion. Nevertheless self-organisation, even though Breatly
stimulated by the situation of which I write, takes plaee, and must
take place, far more slowly than the growth in social anger. There
are numerous reasons for this, but it's sufficient to point out here
that for the development of self-organisation, feelings which do
not at all appear in the emotions of crowds-fear and lack of faith
in the effectiveness of the activities-have to be overcome. In a
word, the explosions which we fear currently will not be halted by
self-organisation.

Jacek Kuron, lef-t, with Chartsr 77 lormerspokesporsons Marla Kubisova
and Vaclav Havel,In summer 1978.

4. What can the opposition do to forestall the explosion? I ask this
not only because I believe in such a possibility, but also because
I regard such an undertaking as the elementary patriotic human
dutyof everycitizen. Excusethesegrandwords, which I do not use
in everyday language. But I feel that the opposition finds itself
today in a situation which Pilsudski analysed in relation to the PPS
in the year 1905'. Our authority is far greater than our
organisational possibilities. I am seeking to show that time may
run out before we see an increase in these possibilities and we will
only forestall such an explosion if, taking advantage of our
authority, we work out and popularise such patterns of activity as

can be followed by everybody, regardless of our own
orgairisational possibilities.

I think that such conditions are fulfilled by the pressure of society
organised in the official structures on the authorities, in this way
forcing them to yield. The point is that almost every citizen in our
country belongs to various official organisations, the PUWP not
excluded, and takes part in their meetings. If we can cause tens or
hundreds of such meetings to pass resolutions with mapped out
concrete demands and this fact becomes public knowledge, we can
then anticipate that in their tracks other meetings and
organisations will follow. The protests against the squads
organised by the Socialist Union of Polish Youth (SZMP) passed
by the cells of these same unions, official academic societies and
university cadres, prove that the thought which I present here is
realistic. The resolution of the meeting can become the programme
of election to the governing bodies of these organisations, for
instance, the unions, as proposed by the editors of Robotnik. Even
if thereisnovictoryin elections, and it's still a possibility, it forms
a useful source of pressure on the centre. Speaking at meetings,
and that in the name of the most obvious tasks of the work-force,
does not demand even a fraction of the courage which the joining
of independent social movements asks of people. As for voting for
resolutions in these meetings, even the most careful persons can be
persuaded to give support. If the people feel threatened in their
own elementary concerns, then patterns of such activity have a
chance of gaining ground.

The movement for demands within the framework of the official
structures is a form of organisation of society. If it can become a
mass movement, then it radically limits the dangers of an
explosion. As opposed to rioting, it forms a different articulation
of demands and of their realisation. But if this movement is limited
to wage demands, which is most likely, especially when, with the
existing pressures, we do not come out with a programme, then
concessions on the part of the authorities will quickly become
impossible or ineffectual, because the increases in wages will
increase the rise in prices. In this lies the danger of exacerbating the
economic crisis, but at the same time, such pressure forces the
authorities to reveal the state of the economy, and so heralds the
start of a public discussion over the methods for its repair. Such
discussions are an additional means of pressure and together with a
movement of resolutions and demands, they push the authorities,
or strictly speaking a section of the authorities, to publish a
programme of reparation and at the same time force on them
elements of such h programme.

Let's put the question clearly. The movement of pressure initiated
in this way becomes the social base of the grouping within the
Party whose programme most fully recognised the demands of
society. I have in mind here backing for a specific programme of
demands, formulated not by the democratic opposition, but by the
wider social movement. When such a programme (or programmes)
is, declared then the opposition will have to take up a position in
relation to it. In every case it will have to be a critical relation to it,
as viewed from the standpoint of parliamentary democracy and
independence.

5. The problem of whether this type of activity constitutes
participation in the game of party factigns is not new. But it is
naive. From my very first attempt at oppositional activity-and in
2 years time I shall be celebrating its 25th anniversary-I have
heard this objection. Once my activity allegedly served the Party
hardliners, because it gave them an excuse for a hardline policy.
On other occasions my activities supposedly helped the Party
liberals by organising social backing for them. All this is of course
true, except that there isn't any public activity in our country which
would not become the object of clique activity within the ruling
circles of the Party. The object of these struggles is precisely public
life, and the fundamental means of taking decisions in these
matters are clique struggles. If we want to gain concessions from
the authorities we have to count on the fact that the social pressure
organised by us will be used by some grouping within the Party for
its own ends. On this, on the whole, depended our chance of
success in freeing the Radom workers or Switont, in limiting the
repression against activists in independent social movements, not
to speak of the right to strike, in the provision of conditions for the
development of farming, or in the bringing to book of those within
the apparatus of repression responsible for violating the law. We
should be aware of this, because there is no point in making a
virtue of naivete.

On the whole we are not aware which grouping uses our pressure,
and against whom, so there is no point in paying any attention to
this matter. Only when a faction publicises its programme on the
real-life matters concerning society, only then do we have a
responsibility for taking a position on it, in the same way as we take
a position on the important decisions of the authorities"
Programmatic rejections of all activities which aid some grouping
within the Party can only be done when attempts are being made to
smash the syst€rr, or when it is assumed that no explosion will take
place, whereby it is assumed that the worse it is for the country, the
better it is for the opponents of the system. I have stated my
relationship to the programme of revolution. The programme that
somehow we will muddle through cannot be the basis of a social
programme, and the slogan 'the worse it is the better it will be' is
simultaneously immoral and stupid.

6. I have come out in favour of initiating a movement of social
pressure revindication within the framework of the official
structures. This fact alone determines the character of the
programme for this movement. It has to proceed in the direction ofYet can such pressure, of which I speak here, really forestall

rioting?
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repair of the system and not its change. The programme of repaii
cannot be put forward by the opposition because it doesn't want
and cannot accept the existing system.

I have substantiated above that the movement of revindication can
be successful even when we do not propose its programme. It is
impossible, however, to initiate a social movement not saying what
for, what it should do. tr can see two possible solutions to this
dilemma: (a) to put forward demands limited to. in the minimum,
a disclosure by the authorities of the actual state of the economy,
and the putting forward of the programme of reparation, initiating
a country-wide debate on these questions. This programme must
be linked to a programme in defence of the standard of living; fol
example, increases to compensate the increase in prices,
determined in negotiations with the various work forces, who will
elect and mandate delegates with this aim in mind: (b) to put
ftrrward, together with the points mentioned in (a), such a
programme of repair of the system as could at the same time be the
minimum programme of the opposition. I believe that such a
programme should encompass three groups of demands. The first
ought to take account of freedom of the professional and
corporate types: trade unions, peasant organisations,
organisations uniting artists, educationalists, consumers, local
organisations etc. At this point mention should be made of the
right to strike, removal of Article 52 in the labour code, the right of
assembly, the right to demonstrate, and access to the means of
communication. It is worth bearing in mind that the movement of
pressure already involves the practical realisation of these
demands and even more so do the demands for the right of work
forces to negotiate increases to cover the rise in the qost of living.

The second group of demands would be concerned with the
socio-economic conditions for overcoming the crisis. That is the
independence of the various industrial concerns, conditions for the
development and growth of peasant agriculture, as well as the
conditions for the development of private crafts, distribution
services and small businesses.

The East Cerman government's relation-
ship with its critical writers and
intellectuals, which worsened dramatically
after the expulsion of poet and songwriter
Wolf Biermann in November 1976, has
taken another turn for the worse. Two of the
country's best-known dissident intellectuals
have been fined heavily for supposed 'illegal
gurrency transactions', and nine writers
were expelled from the GDR's Writers'
Union.

The third group ought to concern the observance of the law by the

authorities, among others, the demand for an administrative
tribunal linked to the dernand that judges cannot be removed. It
should be underlined that the demands in groups two and three

have a chance of being realised only when those of group one have

been r{ised

In the event that the minimum programme of the opposition
becameghe programme of the movement of revindication, this

movempnt would then have a greater control over the faction
which was attempting to get its backing, and a greater chance of
gaining its independence. Success of the movement of
ievindication, either with a minimum programme or without one,

would be an enormous success for the opposition.

FOOTNOTES
1 . June 1956 is the date of the Poznan workers' uprising, December 1970 is
the date of the workers' uprising in the Baltic ports, June 1976 is the date
of the workers strikes and demonstrations against price rises and March
1968 is the date of the national student strike for democratic rights.
2. A reference to the workers'strikes and demonstrations of June 1976.
3. The successf ul workers' protests against price rises.
4. Several months ago, the authorities attempted to forcibly remove an old
traditional cross f rom Tychy in orderto make way for a new road. This was
done without consultation and produced such a fierce reaction that the
authorities were forced to immediately put the cross back.
5. The Gomulka regime unsuccessfully tried to crush the Baltic workers'
revolt by sending in the army and shooting down some hundreds ai
workers. Soon aftenvards Gomulka was replaced by the current Party
leader Edward Gierek.
6. The student committees of solidarity (Polish initials SKS) were set up
in various universities after the spring of 1977.
7. During the 1905 revolution in Flussia, the Polish Socialist Party (PPS)
was active in the struggle against the-T-sarist autocracy in the Polish part
of the Empire. Pilsudski at that time led a natfuonalist military faction
within the PPS. He later became the dictatorial ruler of Po{and between
1926 and his death in the mid-1930s.
8. Radom, Brl industrial town south of Warsaw was a centre of the
workers'protests in June 1976. Kazimierz Switon is a leader of the free
trade union in Silesia who was arrested but freed pending appeal this
spring.

ENMANY
Clampdown on \ilriters Continues

After having been refused a visa to address
a West German audience on his experiences
during the struggle against German
fascism, the prominent novelist Stefan
Heym-author of, among other books, 5

Days in June, a fictionalised aceount of the
June 1953 workers uprising in East
Germany-was fined f2,4A0 in May. On 20
June Professor Robert Havemoofir-th€
'grand old man' of socialist dissent in the
GDR, whose two-and-a-half year old house
arrest had only just been lifted in early
May-was sentenced to pay the mzurimum

_fine of t2,700. The sudden'charges and
stiff fines against Heym and Havemann, on
purely technical offenses. can be clearly seen

as an attempt to intimidate writers thinking
of circumventing censorship by publishing
abroad. (East German writers who are
refused permission to publish their works in
the GDR, cannot legally publish abroad nor
register West German royalty earnings.)
Heym had {suveral bes@s in both the
Easf" and the West befort 'lds'new novel
C:rllin was published in the Federal
Republic, and similarly, Havemann has had
a whole string of books published.

On 8 June. 300 out of 350 writers at a
meeting of the East German Writers'
Union voted to expel 9 members: Stefan
Heym, Kurt Bartsch, Adolf Endler,
Karl-Heinz Jakobs, Klaus Poche, Klaus
Schlesinger, Rolf Schneider, Dieter
Schubert and Joachim Seyppel. Member-
ship of the Writers Union is a precondition
for legal publication in the GDR. One of
them, Rolf Schneider, has just published
November, a novel dealing with the events
around Biermann's expulsion in November
1976; in West Germaoy, and may well face
similar currency charges in the near future.

The expulsions follow the writing of a

r- By Giinter MinneruP
collective letter by 8 writers on 16 May to
Erich Honecker expressing their concern at
the slanders directed at writers critical of
the regirre, as well as protesting against the
fine imposed on Heyrn. This collective
letter was followed by many individual ones
by writers protesting against the hardening
up of the regime's cultural policy.

But the writers concerned refuse to be

intimidated. There are continuing signs of
ferment in East Germany that must be

worrying the Honecker regime. Over one
hundred sympathisers turned up outside the
Fuerstenwalde court building to support
Robert Havemann at his trial - he had to
conduct his own defence because his
Spanish lawyer had been refused entry into
East Berlin and presented him with
flowers afterwards. Havemann himself
defiantly issued an Open Letter to the
government the day after his trial,
demanding the restoration of free speech,
the release of all political prisoners in the
GDR, and the abolition of the law against

ianti-state agitation'. Rolf Schneider, in an
interview with the West German daily
Frankfurter Rundschau, rejected any

r



suggestions that he may now be willing to
emigrate to West Germany: 'I have never

seriously thought of that. I am emotionally
attached to the social experiment of the
GDR and do not intend to abandon it. For
me emigration from the GDR would
amount to a personal and political defeat. I
wish to remain in my country and shall
fight for such conditions as long as it is

reasonable.'

The I I June 1979 issue of the West German
magazine Der Spiegel carried an interview

'.vith the East German philosopher
Wolfgang Harich, in which Harich expiains
the reasons for his decision to leave the
CDR and move to Vienna, Austria. in
April. Harich joined the Eait German ruiing
party SED in 1946. As Professor of
Philosophy at the East Berlin Humboldt
University, and the chief editor of the
German Journal of Philosophy, he deve-
ioped views opposed to the Party line in the
wake of the-Xx CPSU Congress in 1956 and
lvas, along with other members of the
so-cailed 'Harich Group', sentenced to l0
years' imprisonment for 'conspiracy against
the state'. Released in 1964, Harich modi-
fied his previous views and, although still
sceptical of many aspects of SED poiicy
and repeatedly saying so in public, kept his

ciistance from oppositionists such as

Havemann and Biermann. Until his recent
i'nove to Austria, he worked for an East
Berlin publishing house. but has now been
retired due to his ill health.

In 197 5, Harich's book Communism
Without Growth was published in the West.
In it, he develops his view that the
wastage of natural resources on a vast scale
by both capitalism and the East European
planned economies and the resuiting
pollution of man's environment, represent

the gravcst danger to progress today. He
marntains that only an iron dictatorship in
a centrally planned economy would be in a
position to deal with such dangers. Harich
made repeated attempts to convince the

Harich in lVest Backs Bahro
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At the same time, the Protestant
Church-which was only recently engaged
in a confrontation with the Honecker
government over the introduction of
rnilitary education in East German
schools-has again reaffirmed its indepen-
dence, by instructing its leaders to press the
government to relax restrictions on travel to
West Germany in a resolution adopted at
its synod on 24 April. Follou,ing hard on
the heels of the restrictions on the use of

interview, he recounts how various attempts
by the Central Committee's Science Depart-
ment to involve him in its work and
persuade him to remain in the GDR were
unacceptable to him: 'The commission to
be set up now will work compietely aloof
from the environmental problems in the
CDR. It has mereiy icieoiogical tasks. It is,
for instance, supposed to evaluate the
'Green Movement' in the West, the Club of
Rome and the like, and to see where there
are possibilities of alliances. Proposals for
the GDR itself are not intended.'

But Harich stresses that he left the GDR
'rvithout bitterness, even as a sympathiser'
and ttrat he 'wishes it and the SED all the
best'. Confronted with the criticism often
levelled at him that he had remained silent
in the CDR on cases such as the arrest and
imprisonment of Rudolf Bahro, Harich
replied that such criticisms were based on
'ignorance of what I have done since
October 1977 for Bahro in the CDR and
just recently again in Spain'.'I have
substantial criticisms of important
positions of Bahro. But I will only
elaborate on what I wouid theoretically
counterpose to Bahro when he is able to
reply to me as a free man. And I would like
to add: i wish that this highly-talented,
weil-read and fruitful thinker will enjoy his
freedom again as soon as possible.'

Harich, rvho is 55, now intends to play an
active role in bringing about an alliance of
the Western ecology and labour
movements.

West German currency in the so-called
'Intershops' and the restrictions imposed
on Western journalists (see Labour Focus
Vol.3 No.2), this latest move by the church
and the determination of the dissident
intellectuals to continue to utilise their
access to the West German media in order
to put their views across in East Germany,
again emphasise the crucial importance of
the 'West German connection' for future
developments in the CDR.

New Laws Passed

At the end of June the GDR regime
introduced new catch-all legislation
designed to isolate East Cerman society
from the world at large. Under the new law,
anyone who passes to 'foreign organisations
... information damaging the interests of the
German Democratic Republic' becomes
liable to a minimum of two and a maximum
of twelve years in prison. Since it is clearly
specified that this does not refer to classified
information, which was already covered by
other laws, it would appear that any report,
true or false, conflicting with the
propaganda image of the regime may now
be considered a criminal action.

In a sense, this fine-tuning operation is East
Berlin's answer to the growing internationai
campaign in support of Rudolf Bahro' For
not even the staunchest friend of the GDR
has found it easy to argue that this Marxist
theorist was guilty of espionage activity
when he had a book published bY the
'foreign' West German trade-union
publishing house. Although the legislation
may not be retroactive, it can now be said 'in
the name of the law' that both writers like
Bahro and citizens who speak of their
grievances to foreign journalists are

knowingly committing a crime.

By PATRICK CAMILLER

lstvan member
ol the1956. A polltlcal soclologlrt'

A Chronology of Political and lntellectual
Opposition Underthe KAdhr Regime: 1956-1978

- By Bill Lomax

This chronology makes no pretence to be

all-inclusive. Owing to the shortage of concrete
information, it contains virtually no coverage of
rnass or working-class opposition, while even the
emergence and development of the intellectual
opposition is covered in a fragmentary way. In
some cases it was possible to establish the exact

dates of certain evints, while where dates are

given there are still probably a number of errors
and inaccuracies.

r956
Hungarian Revolution and its suppression by
Soviet miiitary force, leaving over 20,000 dead.

Installation of new regime under Jinos KAdAr.

19sE

Trial and execution of the leaders of the 1956

revolution: Imre Nagy, Pil Maleter, Mikl6s
Cimes, J6zsef Szil6gyi. Cbza Losonczy said to
have died in prison. Other leaders receive long
prison terms. 1945-48 perlod ln HungarY wtl ono

^---..- 
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1960
Release of some of key survivors from amongst
political reformists of 1956, eg. Ferenc Donith,
Miklos Vhsirhelyi.

t962
Expulsion from Communist Party and
Government posts of certain persons responsible
for repression after 1956.

1963
Official Amnesty for 1956 political prisoners -
however, not all are released, and several are

shortly re-arrested.
First tentative steps towards economic reform.
Creation of Sociological Research Institute under
direction of Andrirs Hegedtls - Stalinist Prime
Minister immediately before 1956, who is now to
rmerge as a leading spokesman of reform.

1965
E stablish ment o f semi-o ffici al V ietnam Sol idarity
Commission by left-wing students, which rapidly
emerges as a rallying-point of potential dissidents
who will later become the activists of the student
groups of 1968-71 , and eventually the writers and
organisers of the present-day samizdat.

t967
Andris HegedUs publishes an article calling for
the self-criticism of socialist society - the first of
a number of radical sociological analyses by him
of the nature of socialist society and
bureaucratisation, and the need for alternative
rnodels of socialist development.

Vietnam Solidarity Commission holds an
unauthorised demonstration in front of the
American Embassy in Budapest - the first of a
series of demonstrations which, despite their
orthodox slogans, caused considerable embar-
rassment to the authorities because of their
unofficial nature. It was the first open action of
student groups who, tending to take seriously the
regime's claims as to its socialist nature, tried to
uphold them in concrete cases even against the
regime itself. At the same time the slowly growing
student groups around the Commission began to
split into a radical and a moderate wing.

a Marxist writer and a
60s and early 70s. Blackllsted

from work.
Left-wing student activists from the radical wing
cf the groups around the V.S.C. including C6bor
Revai (son of former Stalinist leader Jdzsef
Revai), Cyorgy Por, and about a dozen other
young students, amongst them Gydrgy Dalos and
Peter Malgot, are arrested and charged with being
leaders or members of an illegal Maoist party
which had developed in the previous year from the
more radical wing of the V.S.C. The pafty had
some 3G4o members and maybe up to 300

sympathiserl amongst the students and, despite
its orthodox Marxist terminology, was actually
the first democratic oppositional attempt since
1956, with strong egalitarian views, and which
questioned the right of a small undemocratic
establishment to monopolise the political process
to the virtual exclusion of the rest of society.

196t
JANUARY:Introduction of the New Economic
Mechanism in Hungary under direction of
Central Committee Secretary Rezso Nyers who
declares that economic reforms must be

accompanied by political ones. Cy0rgy Acztl,
commonly regarded as a liberal and often seen as

Kidir's heir-apparent, appointed Central
Committee Secretary in charge of cultural affairs.

MARCH: Trial of Gydrgy Por, G6bor R6vai and

other members of the Maoist party on charges of
conspiracy against the state. Some like Por receive
prison sentences of up to 6 months; others,
including R6vai, get suspended sentences.

JUNE: Alexander Dubcek, new leader of
Czechoslovak Communist Party and initiator of
Prague Spring, visits Budapest and is publicly
feted in the streets.

JULY: Gy6rgy M6rrkus, philosopher, pupil of
Georg Lukics and prominent member of the
so-called Budapest School, publishes what is to
serye as a very influential article asserting the right
for different trends to exist within Marxist
thought. This period, in the months before the
Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia, marked the
highpoint of the influence of the Lukics-or
Budapest-School which regarded the economic
reforms as the first steps in the direction of an
ideal socialist society. These views also strongly
influenced the moderate wing of the student
movement.

AUGUST: Warsaw Pact forces invade
Czechoslovakia, bringing an end to the
liberalisation movement. At the International
Philosophical Congress at Korcula in Yugoslavia,
a group of Hungarian philosophers and
socioiogists including LukAcs' pupils Agnes
Heller, Cyorgy and Miria Mirrkus, Vilmos Sos

and Zhdor Tordai, sign a protest letter
condemning the invasion. The invasion, however,
had little immediate impact on the members of the
Lukics school who tried to maintain their
previous theoretical positions as if nothing had
happened. Although their position would become
more radical, they clung to their vision of an ideal
socialist society, and refused to give up their belief
that actually existing sociaiist societies were
capable of evolving towards this ideal. The
moderate wing of the student movement,
however, had growing doubts about these

assumptions - the invasion of Czechoslovakia
resulted in their growing alienation from the
Budapest School.

SEPTEMBER: Andris Hegedtis, who had signed
the Warsaw Pact as Hungarian Prime Minister in
Ma.y Ir55, lets it be.known that the Pact contained
ro secret clause justifying intervention in a

member state's internal affairs.

NOVEMBER: Cydrgy and M6ria Mirkus are
expelled from the Communist Party, and Aadras
HegedUs is removed from his position as director
of the Sociological Research Institute, but given
another research post and still allowed to publish.
At the same time J6zsef Szigethy, director of the
Philosophical Institute, is also dismissed for
having called upon the Soviets and East Cermans
to intervene in Hungary and remove the Kf,dirist
leadership.

The major consequence for Hungary of the Soviet
intervention in Czechoslovakia was to be the
freezing of the economic reforms, and the
subsequent ability of Party leaders hostile to the
reforms to reverse many of their achievements. At
the same time the economic reforms were not
followed by political ones, with the result that the
working class gained no rights to counterbalance

the increased powers of management. During the
early '70s this contradiction led to sporadic strikes
in Budapest and provincial towns, which the more
dogmatic wing of the Party was able to blame
upon the reforms. The freezing of the reforms
also meant that the reform spirit which had
characterised the intellectuals' movement during
the late '60s was to gradually evaporate during the
'70s.

t969
The Communist Youth Organisation of the
Humanities Faculty of Budapest University
begins to fall apart. The students try to transform
the organisation into a forum of direct
democr?cy, and when the authorities step in the
leadership of the CYO of the Faculty of
Philosophy resigns en bloc and in protest against
the invasion of Czechoslovakia. The students had
contacts with various Western left-wing student
movements, including the German SDS.

Following Jan Palaclt's suicide in Prague, a
young Hungarian secondary school student
attempts to burn himself to death in front of the
National Museum.

Miklos Haraszti, a left-wing student and po€t,
one of the main figures of the radical wing of the
V.S.C., is expelled from Budapest University for
leftist agitation, and placed under police curfew
regulations.

1969 is also marked by the appearance of
increasingly radical trends in the cultural field -films (eg. Mikl6s Jancs6's The Confrontation),
novels (Gycirgy Konrid's The Yisitor), pop
groups and fringe theatre (eg. Grotowski-style
theatrical group of P6ter Halasz). On the regime's
side, the Party Central Committee denounces
demands for Marxist pluralism, and there is a
thorough-going purge of the Party at
rank-and-file level, while rumours spread of the
possible instigation of an anti-Semitic campaign
similar to that in Poland.

1970
Ill6s, the top Hungarian pop group, is banned for
a year after critical remarks made over BBC
during a tour of England.

In the autumn, Miklos Haraszti and Cydrgy
Dalos, former Maoist activists, are placed under
curfew regulations and police surveillance for 6
months.

While the specifically student movement appears
to be on the wane during 1970, strong
oppositional currents now grow in strength in the
secondary schools. A main rallying point is

Malgot's theatre and puppet theatre group
ORFEO, and the ORFEO club becomes a

debating place frequented in particular by the
more radical students.

t97t
In February, curfew and surveillance regulations
on Haraszti and Dalos are renewed for a second 6
months. Claiming this to be illegal, they launch a

'civil disobedience action' and refuse to comply.
Sentenced to one month in a iabour camp they
refuse to go, are arrested and go on hunger strike.
Protests to K6dir and Cultural Secretary Aczel by
leading intellectuals, including Georg Luk6cs,
results in their release.

During the year the radical wing of the student
movement turns increasingly towards attempts to
establish some of the elements of Western leftist
counter-culture in Hungary. Fringe theatre
(especially the Hal6sz and Orfeo groups),
impromptu music performances, conceptual art
and other avant-garde trends, as well as attempts
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to stage 'happenings' and to set up communes, are

characteristic of this period. l97l also sees the

first attempts to produce and distribute mainly
cultural samizdat documents. At the same time
the radical wing of the student movement stages

demonstrations before the Creek and Albanian
Embassies and at the Chilean Pavilion at the

Budapest International Trade Fair, which result
in open street violence with the police and a

number of arrests.

r972
MARCH: Official demonstrations on anniver-
sary of 1848 revolution are followed by further
demonstrations by university and secondary
school students and young working class

apprentices from technical schools. The
demonstration, with nationalist slogans and
demands for human rights, was broken up by
police who made several arrests, but was far
bigger than any of the attempts made by leftist
students in recent years. A week later, on the
anniversary of the l9l9 Hungarian Soviet
Republic, leftist students try to stage a

counter-demonstration, but this proves a failure
and marks the last attempt of the student left at
open political activity. In subsequent months the
leftist Orfeo theatre group is repressed, and the
following years see the rapid decline and
disappearance of the left-wing groups.

Amid growing difficulties in Soviet-Hungarian
trade relations, and increasing pressures for
reversal of the economic reforms, a

Hungarian-Soviet trade delegation led by Prime
Minister Jeno Fock returns from Moscow and
publicly announces disagreements with the Soviet
leadership.

Cyorgy Markus, Gyorgy Bence and J6nos Krs
jointly write a critical study of Marxism entitled Is
t Critical Economics Possible at all? which
becomes widely known in Budapest intellectual
circles as 'Anti-Capital'. A systematic attempt to
analyse the inner theoretical contradictions of the
Marxist model of communism in the light of the
1968 movements in Western and Eastern Europe,
the work has a special influence over the
theoretical development of the moderate wing of
the former student movement.

SEPTEMBER: A 3-day sociological cont'erence
officially organised by radical young intellectuals
at Balatonftired is banned at the last moment after
the preliminary circulation of the papers to be

delivered.

NOVEMBER: Resolutions of the Central
Committee criticise pluralist trends in art and
culture, and give expression to the first official
criticisms of the economic reforms.

1973
JANUARY: Both the Central Committee's
Cultural Commission and the Secretary for
CulturalAffairs, Gyorgy Aczill, criticise what are
labelled as anti-socialist and anti-Marxist views in
the fields of philosophy' and sociology;
reprimanding in particular: Andris Hegedtls,
Gyorgy and Miria M6rkus, Agnes Heller, MihAly
Vajda, Gy0rgy Bence and Jinos Kis.

MARcH:Anniversary of the 1848 revolution is
again marked by clashes between secondary
school students and police in the centre of
Budapest. Considerable provocation by the police
results in some 50 arrests.

MAY: Heged{is, Vajda and Kis are expelled from
the Communist Party; Gydrgy and Miria
Mirkus, Agnes Heller and Cy0rgy Bence
reprimanded, and all dismissed from their
apademic positions. Before long, publication of

their works is also forbidden. At the same time the
influence of the Lukics school over the younger
generation of philosophers and sociologists
begins to decline very rapidly. Gy6rgy Bence and
Jfinos Kis in particular become increasingly
critical of the esoteric Marxism of the older
generation of the Lukics school, and they now
write a critique of LukAcs entitled To the young
Lukicsism and Beyond which marks their (and
the younger geneiation of critical philosophers,)
break with, and virtual expulsion from, the
Budapest School.

Left, Maria K6vacs, with her
Bence, a brilliant young theoretlcian. Both are
blacklisted lrom work.

Meanwhile, Miklos Haraszti, who has been
working for a year on the shopfloor at the Red
Star tractor factory in Csepel, writes a book about
his experiences entitled Piece-Rates (subsequently
published in English under the title A Worker in a
Worker's State). On submitting the manuscript to
the Magvet6 publishing house, who had
previously commissioned the work, he is arrested
and interrogated by the police.

During the summer the authorities move against
the last remaining centre of Hungarian leftist
subculture, an avant-garde artistic centre
established in a disused church at Balatonboglir.
Police provocation results in arrests and short
imprisonments of some of the centre's organisers,
and finaily it is closed down.
As pan of a wider movement against repressive
sexuai attitudes and family oppressio4, and
shortcomings in the social services, students
from the former radical wing of the movement
launch a campaign against a proposed new abor-
tion iaw which seeks to restrict the availability of
abortions. Some 1500 signatures are collected
including those of many prominent intellectuals,
and the petition is handed in to the Hungarian
Parliament. Other petitions from various
establishment and opposition circles also protest
against the law, which is finally accepted by
Parliament but in a much milder form than
originally proposed. Some of the organisers and
signatories are reprimanded and a few expelled
from the Communist Party.

In October, or the anniversary of the 1956
revolution. S6ndor R6cz, President of the Central
Workers Council of Greater Budapest in
November-December 1956, is married in
Budapest's most well-known church, the Matyas
Temple. The police consider rhe action a
provocation but do not intervene.

Meanwhile, charges of incitement to subversion'
have been brought against Miklos Haraszti for
distributing copies of the manuscript of his book
Piece-Rates. The trial opens in September, but is
adjourned several times and Haraszti is granted
bail. During the trial most of the witnesses called
by the prosecution in fact defend the literary and
sociological merit 6f the'work. Finally, at the
beginning of January 1974, Haraszti is to receive

ry 8 month prrson sentence suspended flir 3 years
The outcome was partly the result of protests both
inside Hungary and in the west, and iollowing the
trial the authorities became more reluctant to
arresr and imprison intellectual oppositionisrs.
The most important significance ol the trial was
that it was the first occasion on which a wide
range of dissident intellectuals and potential
oppositionists, from both the moderate and
radical wings of the former student movement,
and the critically-inclined sociologists, philoso-
phers and economists, came togethlr and

.publicly expressed their solidarity.

The most important significance of the trial was
that it was the first occasion on which a wide range
of dissident intellectuals and potential
oppositionists, from both the moderate and
radical wings of the former student movement,
and the critically-inclined sociologists, philoso-
phers and economists, came together and publicly
expressed their solidarity.

1974
JANUARY: Communist Party leader Jinos
Kidir, in a speech to Party workers, condemns
what he calls 'the excesses of liberalism', citing the
various incidents of the previous year, and
declares that the time has come to put an end to
them.

MARCH: Clashes once again between school
students and police on anniversary of 1848
revolution, but on a smaller scale than in previous
years.
Central Committee Secretaries Rezs6 Nyers, in
charge of economic affairs, and Gy0rgy Acz6l, in
charge of cultural affairs, are displaced from their
posts, as also is Lajos Feh6r, Deputy Premier in
charge of the agricultural co-operatives. The
changes, made in response to Soviet pressure, are
seen by many as signalling an end to the previous
years' moves towards economic and cultural
liberalisation although both Nyers and Aczbl
continue to hold key posts in the regime.

OCTOBER: Sociologist Ivin Szel6nyi, writer
Gyorgy Konrid and poet Tamis Szentjoby are
arrested after the police discover a copy of
Szel6nyi and Konrid's manuscript Towards the
Class Power of the Intelligentsia in Szendtjoby's
flat. Immediate international protests lead to the
three being almost immediately released and the
charges against them dropped, but they are also
'advised' to ieave the country.

DECEMBER: An article by a leading Hungarian
dissident under the name Marc Rakovski entitled
'Marxism and Soviet-type societies' appears in the
French journal I-e Temps Moderres, arguing that
Soviet-type societies are new social formations sui
generis, neither capitalist nor socialist, nor
transitional between the two, but a novel and
unprecedented type of class society. This article,
which illustrated both the achievements and the
limitations of the intellectual evolution of the
moderate wing of the former student movement,
was to appear two years later in at least three
different Hungarian translations as one of the
first publications of the Hungarian samizdat
movement.

ln l974the Hungarian Constitution is amended to
formally institutionalise the leading role of the
Communist Party, and thus render criticism of it
unconstitutiond.

1975
MARCH: At the I lth Party ConEress, attended
by Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev, Prime Minister
Jeno Fock practices self-criticism, admitting that
the economic reforms had been allowed to go too
far but, contrary to many expectations, does not
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resign. The Party Congress also revises, and
tightens up, the Party statutes.

MAY: After further Soviet pressure, Jenri Fock
finally resigns from the premiership, and the
period of economic reforms appears to have been
finally brought to an end.
Sociologist Ivin Szeldnyi emigrates to Britain,
and the following year takes up an academic
appointment in Australia.

1916

"IANUARY: Writer Ferenc Karinthy publishes a
highly critical short story on the life style of
provincial Party leaders, which leads to further
warnings by the Party leadership on the limits of
freedom of expression in the Arts.

FEBRUARY: On a visit to England writer Ferenc
Feher, leading member of the Budapest School,
gives an interview to the BBC denouncing the
repression and Berufsverbot imposed on the
intellectuals of the Budapest School.

In the course of the year, Marc Rakovski
completes a more developed account of his views
on the nature of Soviet-type societies, and the
relevance of Marxism for analysing and changlng
them, in a manuscript subsequently to be
published in the West under the title Towards an
East European Marxism.

1911
JANUARY: 34 intellectuals, amongst them
prominent figures of the Budapest School, but
also several members of the various groups of
younger dissidents, and even figures of the 1956
generation such as Ferenc Donith (veteran
communist, leading oppositionist in the '50s and
former colleague of Imre Nagy) sign a letter in
suDport of the Czech Charter 77. Their action
stimulates a numbei of young student groups into
trying to establish a regular samizdat network.

During the spring, at least three samizdat
publishing groups are established in Budapest, all
organised by young people with no previous
poiitical activity, but working in close
co-operation with members of the former
dissident groups. The first samizdat manuscripts
to appear are retranslations of writings of
Flungarian dissidents that had appeared under
various pseudonyms in the West, as well as

translations of writings and documents from the
dissident movements in other socialist countries.
and essays of the Hungarian political theorist and
minister in Imre Nagy's government in 1956,
Istvan Bibo. A network of flat-seminars also now
becomes more popular and widespread, and the
participation and involvement of students and
young people in the dissident movement is now on
a far greater scale than anytl":rg experienced in
the late '60s or early 70s.

During this year most of the members of the older
generation of the Budapest School leave Hungary
ior the West finding academic posts chiefly in
Cermany or Australia. The younger
oppositionists remaining in Hungary, however,
who up to this point had usuaily acted as small
isolated groups, separate and antagonistic to one
another, now come for the first time to meet and
establish good working relationships with each
other. They are also able to establish a common
front with broader strata of intellectual circles
(populists, human rightists, democrats, etc.) who
are less isolated than the small Marxist and the
ex-Marxist groups, and at the same time the
dissidents begin to enjoy the broad silent support
or at least sympathy of even wider strata of
intellectuals.

Andras ,a
critlcal theorist. Blackllsted trom work.

One of the first major projects of the new
Hungarian samizdat is based on a questionnaire
sent out by the philosopher Andr6s Kovics, one
of the leading figures of the moderate wing of the
former student movement, to a wide range of
dissident intellectuals asking about their present
attitudes towards Marxism, and in particular
towards its contemporary relevance for East
European societies. All of the respondents
expressed an increasing disillusionment with the
utility of Marxism, and the 2l replies were
published in a volume entitled Marx in the Fourth
Decade. Most influential of the replies were those
of Cy6rgy Bence and Jinos Kis who restated their
reasons for breaking from the Budapest School
and suggestd a political strategy of 'radical
reformism' based on some of the ideas of Adam
Michnik's'New Evolutionism', and J6nos
Kenedi's devastating attack on the ambiguity of
the reformist attitudes of the 'critical'
establishment intellectuals and his analysis of the
possibilities for the emergence of a broader
political opposition. r

The end of the year also saw the first human rights
text to appear in the samizdat - a collection of
documents about the persecution of the
Hungarian Methodist church.

l97E
The second major samizdat project is a collection
of 34 articles nearly all of which had been
consisrently refused publication in official
joirrnals, which is edited by Jinos Kenedi under
the title Profile, with an introduction by him
criticising the meihods of censorship and
self-censorship practised in Hungary. The essays
included ranged from literary writings to various
sociological, .sociographic and economic articles
and despite the fact that they had all originally
been intended for official publication, they
appear to have had a wider influence and
popularity than previous more specifically
political and ideological texts, thus giving some
idea of the less theoretical interests of the wider
samizdat readership.

Other samizdat publications over the year include
the Lhzfur report on the fate of the Hungarian
national minority in Romania, an essay about the
religious persecution of the Protestant Churches,
and articles on political prisoners in Hungary
which pointed out that while the country has

almost no intellectual politicd prisoners, even
according to official figures some 2-300 persons
are imprisoned yearly for political reasons. Other

articles appear discussing the perspectives of the
samizdat and the new opposition rnovement, the
possibilities of economic and political reforms,
and essays about censorship and self-censorship.
Amongst books to appear in the samizdat was a
collection of documents about the events of 1968
in Prague, based on the Czech Black Book, which
appeared on the tenth anniversary of the invasion,
as well as Haraszti's Piece-Rates, and a
translation of Arthur Koestler's Darkness at
Noon. Another influential article to appear in the
samizdat was an interview given by former
economic reformist Rezs0 Nyirs to a Swedish
newspaper in which he had argued the continuing
need for major economic and political reforms in
Hungary.

At the request of the Polish Social Self-Defence
Committee (KOR), Gyorgy Bence and JAnos Kis
prepare an edited collection of Hungarian
samizdat for publication and circulation in Polish
samizdat, and a French edition of this, introduced
by Mikl6s Haraszti subsequently appears in the
West entitled Opposition = 0.190.

, writer, publiclst and
samizdat Prof ile; right, Jinos Kls, lormer
member ol the Lukics school and the author,
with G. Bence, of some brilllant theoretlcal
writings on East European societies. Both are
6l.slrlisted from work

The unofficial lectures and seminars held in the
private flats of leading samizdat activists also
become more active and organised in 1978,
beginning to resemble 'flying universities' on the
Czech or Polish models. Three of the more
'popular' courses are on literary life and literature
policy since 1945 in Hungary; the history of the
Soviet Union from l9l7 to the present day, and
political developments since 1945 in Hungary. In
the third seminar course, the topic of 1956 which
many of the Hungarian oppositionists had
formerly preferred to ignore, raises considerable
debate and interest.

In Paris a new journal is launched entitled Magyer
Fiizetek (Hungarian Notebooks) under rhe
editorship of the former 1956 political
oppositionist P6ter Kende. Edited jointly in Paris
and Budapest, this journal sees its rnajor function
as being to republish samizdat articles reaching
the West for further distribution both in the West
and inside Hungary.

One major characteristic of the Hungarian
samizdat movement in 1978 has been to discard
the previous organisational forms of clandestinity
and secrtry, and to act instead completely openly.
Owing to the extremely rapid growth of the
readership and support for the samizdat, nobody
is actually arrested or imprisoned, but a number
of people who had not previously lost their jobs as
now dismissed, and the regime imposes a
Berafsverbot against several of the leading
samizdat activists and writers.
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SOVIET UNION
Clash in Writers' Union on Suppression

ol Literary Journals
{One of the most popular Russian novelists, Yasily Axyonov, has
threatened to resign from the Soviet Writers' Union unless two
contributors to the unofficiol literary journal, Metropoi, sre
re-instated in the Union.

The two writers, Victor Erofeyev and Evgeny Popov were expelled
from the Writers' Union in May of this year on the grounds that
their work hod 'insufficient literary value'. In reality this very
severe sonction, which ends any possibility of a literary career,
seems to have been one of a series of measures taken against the 23
contributors to the independent literary journal, Metropol, whiclt
began publication in Moscow in January af thb yeor.

Axyonov's threat to resign csme in an open letter ta the executive
committee of the Writers' {Jnion dated 14 June. Another noted
Soviet writer, Zoyo Boguslavskaya, ltas been pressurised because
of her refusal to condemn the contributors ro Metropol. A few
days before she was due to travel to Paris,for the publication there
of a new book, her passport was withdrawn.

Another samizdat journal, Poiski(Searches), founded in 1978, has
also come under strong attack from the KGB. Whereas Metropol
has consisted purely of literary work rejected by the censors,
Poiski has had a wider range of material. In the tradition of the
Russian 'thick journals', it has tackled social, political and
philosophical topics as well as literary matters. It is espeqially
concerned to publish a wide spectrum of different views, including
afficial ones and it thus acts os a forum for free debate and
dialogue. The editors, who include Pyotr Egides, a philosopher,
Raisa Lert, a journalist, Vladimir Gershuni, o worker, Valery
Abramkin, o chemist, and Pyotr PryZhov, on historian, have sent
the appeal printed below dated April 1979.1

We, the editors and collaborators of the free Moscow journai,
Searches,_appeal to=our readers and fellow-citizens, to the world
public, and to those who work in the media of all countries.

We inform you that recently the pressure of the authorities on the
free presi in the USSR has become stronger. In particular, the
assault on our journal has been renewed: after the January
searches and confiscations at the homes of its editors, and after the
repeated interrogations to which they were subjected, in
March-April a new wave of harassment began.

The 73-year-old Raisa Lert, one of the seven editors of Searches,
has been expelled from the Communist Party in her absence. She
has been a member since 1926.

The administration at the institute where another editor teaches,
associate professor of philosophy Pyotr Egides, has passed a
resolution to dismiss him. Approved by the local trade union
committee, this decision contains an absurd reference to Article

The Free Inter-professional Trade Union
Association, created in October 1978
following the round-up of members of an
earlier Trade Union Association whose
best-known member was Vladimir
Klebanov (see Labour Focus Vol.3 No.l) is
also facing very heavy attack. Many of its
members were arrested when the
Association was publicly launched, and two
of the founding members have been recently
sentenced for their activities.

254of the Code of Labour Laws: 'for amoral acts'. The amoral act
named is the open expression of independent views in the free
press. This permits the application to dissenters of the
tserufsverbot which has long been common in this country.

But the greatest threat has been aimed at editor Valery Abramkin.
On 12 April he was interrogated for the fifth time by the Moscow
Procuracy. This time the interrogation developed into open
blackmail. Investigator Burtsev announced to Abramkin that 'the
Searches case' had been specially processed and that he,
Abramkin, faced criminal prosecution and imprisonment in a

camp. Other editorial collaborators were threatened by the
investigator with administrative banishment from the capital.

1Ve have no time at present to discuss the 'right' of the
investigators to threaten editors with the ultimatum 'stop your
journalistic activity or put yourself in prison'. But we don't want
Io leave without an immediate response the attempt by the
authorities to split the editorial board and, by extracting from it
one person, Valery Abramkin, to turn him into a hostage.

We, the editorial workers of Searches, reject the ultimatum put to
us, as being illegal blackmail. We again confirm: all the editors of
Searches have an equal and indivisible responsibility for the
publication of the journal. And we are ready to maintain this equal
responsibility under all circumstances.

The attempts to prevent the appearance of Sesrches (as of
analogous uncensored publications) by using the odious law about
'libellous fabrications' are directed against all members of society
who are interested in the unfettered and open expression of their
thoughts, problems and aspirations. We appeal to our readers and
fellow-citizens to support the efforts of those who are openly
exercising the right of the people to have a press free of censorship.

We appeal in particular to the International Press Institute, to the
professional associations and unions of those who work in the
mass media, and to other democratic organisations. We ask you to
speak out in defence of the editors and collaborators of the free
Moscow journal Searches.

But above all we appeal to you to intercede for the journalist
Valery Abramkin. As the authorities try to halt the development of
the free press and of independent public opinion in the USSR, he is
threatened with the fate of a hostage. It is essential to avert the
threat of his arrest. The practice of hostage-taking-the
universally condemned method of terrorists-must not pay off for
anyone!

Moscow
The editors, collaboratorc and publishers of Searches

Repression ol Trade Unionists Continues
Yladimir Skvirsky, a 45-year-old geologist,
arrested on 13 October last year, was
sentenced on 16 May to 5 years' internar
exile, ostensibly for not returning library
books. His wife, Albina Yakoreva, has been
evicted from a friend's flat with her
8-month-old baby daughter.

Lev Yolkhonsky, a 3$year-old wood
engraver, was sentenced on 12 June in

Article l9O/ I of the Russian Criminal Code
for spreading false information. His
girlfriend, Natalia Lesnichenko, has been
sacked from her job as a typist for belonsng
to the trade union association. Her phoni
has been disconnected for .improper 

use,
under Article 74 of the Telephone Rules.

Another trade union activist, Merk
Morozov, a 35lyear-old computer enginw,Leningrad to 2 years' Iabour under
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vas arrested on I December 1978 on charges
;f anti-Soviet agitation and propaganda and
ras been held in Lefortovo prison. He
rad been investigating charges that workers
rn the Olympic Cames site in Moscow have
)een forced to work a l0-hour day without
rvertime payments and that workers'
'amilies living in the area of the new

'omplex had been moved to other areas
vithout their consent. It is not yet known
vhether he has been tried.

Another founding member, Valeriya
Novodvotrkaya is still being held in Moscow
mental hospital no. l5 even though she was
declared sane and was due for release by Dr
Valentin Theodorovitch Matveyev, Director
of Psychiatry of the Moscow Medical
Institute No.3. She declared a hunger strike
since she was still being subjected to drugs,
and there is considerable concern among
dissidents for her health.

According to Peter Reddaway, another
worker, Mikhail Kukobaka who was
arrested last October, has been ruled
mentally responsible-by psychiatrists and is
therefore due to stand trial soon on charges
of slandering the Soviet system. He has
already spent 5 years in psychiatric hospitals
for his dissent. A bulldozer-driver by
training, his writings have shown a special
concern for the rights of workers and
national minorities.

held a lO-day strike in Ural Camp no. 35.
More than a month before this strike, they
had sent a statement to the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs announcing that they would
go on strike because their previous protest
letters, individual and coilective, had been
confiscated, unless their demands were met.
The demands were that poiitical prisoners be
allowed to meet with Western correspon-
dents, and that a representative of the UN
Human Rights Committee be allowed into
the camp to see the conditions. They also
stated that according to the Soviet press,
even Chile allowed Western correspondents
to talk to political prisoners. The ten were:
Anatoly Altman, Paruir Ayrikian, Igor
Ogurtsov, Vasil Lisovy, Mykola Matuse-
vych, Plumpa, Kvetsko, Ravinsh, Talgalis,
and Yuri Butchenko.

l0th ANNIVERSARY OF INVASION
MARI(ED IN CAMP

The biologist, Sergei Kovalev, who has
':€rved 4 of his 7 -year-sentence for
'anti-Soviet agitation and propaganda', has
repeatedly been the subject of repression in
ihe camp. But this has not broken his
determination to fight for his own and
orhers' rights. On 26 July 1978 he held a
hunger strike in defence of prisoner
Ravinsh; on 2l August together with other
prisoners, he marked the l0th anniversary
of the occupation of Czechoslovakia with a
hunger strike. On 14 September, there was
another hunger strike and a reiusal to work
by a group of prisoners demanding
improved nutrition. On 20 September
another hunger strike took place to protest
against the reprisals against the Helsinki
{i roup.

News in Brief
321 JAILED SINCE HELSII{KI

According to a report published by Amnesty
International on 24 June 1979, 321 human
rights campaigners have been imprisoned in
the USSR since the signing of the Helsinki
Accords in 1975. Three members of the
Helsinki Monitoring Croups were given
special attention: Lukyanenko. Piatkus and
Tikhy, who were sentenced to l0 years'
special regime labour camp and five years'
internal exile.

IO-DAY STRIKE
BY POLITICAL PRISONERS

Between 16-26 April, l0 political prisoners

LABOUR MOVEMEF{T
CHARTER DEFENCE COMMITTEE

The Committee to Defend Czechoslovak
Sociaiists, supported by Labour Focus and the
EESC, has created a Charter 77 Defence
Committee to co-ordinate all aspects of the
defence campaign. The Hon. Secretary of the
Committee is Ruth Tosek. Other members
include: Eric Shaw, Jan Kavan, Ivan Hartel,
Oliver MacDonald of Labour Focus, and
'v"ladimir Derer, Convenor of the EESC. Atl
information about labour movement protests etc.
should be sent to the Committee at: 14 Elgin
Court, 16 Montpelier Rd., London W4.

EESC NOTES

The EESC Briefing dated June-July has been sent
to all 650 t local Labour Parties taking up the
repression in Czechoslovakia and calling for
protes6. The EESC has also circulated the
international Appeal and is aiming to get 77 local
LPs to sign by the end of July.

EESC Hon. Chairperson, Eric Heffer MP, is
putting a resolution to the next Labour Party
NEC calling for the following: support for the
International Appeal and for NEC members to
present it to the Embassy, support for the Charter
77 Defence Fund, support for the efforts of LP
iayuers to go to Prague to represent the arrested
Chanists, support for Peter Archer to be an
official LP observer at the trial, and for the
creation of a group of Labour MPs to monitor
events in the civil rights field in Czechoslovakia
and keep the NEC informed.

FRENCH CP AND CZECH TRIAT
The French Communist Party leadership has
decided to intervene in defence of human rights in
Czechoslovakia, according to former Czechoslo-
vak CP Central Committee Secretary, Zdenek
Mlynar. Dr. Mlynar made his statement at a press
conference in Paris on 2l June after meeting pCF
Central Committee member Cerard Streiff.

However, some PCF militants consider that their
Party's 'top-level' intervention is insufficient. In
an 'Open Letter' published in the French daily Le
Monde 20 PCF members recall that the recent
Congress of their Party failed to respond to a
letter appealing for aid' sent to them by four
rlharter signatories. They call for the party to
make a public prorest against the forthcoming
trial and to mobilise the entire party around this
question.l

LAWYERS TAKE UP, DEFENCEI

In France, 8 lawyers from the Syndicat des
Avocats Francais (SAF), which "organisesSocialist Pafty, Communist Party and
Revolutionary Marxist lawyers, and whose
membership comprises one-third of all lawyers in
France, have responded to the appeal from
families of many of the defendants in prague for
French left-wing lawyers to defend their relatives.
The appcal was made because intimidation
practiced by the regime has made it impossible to
get an adequate legal defence in Czechoslovakia.
4 SAF lawyers, including CP members, had
previously taken up the Danisz case and SAF had
sent a delegation to Prague to investigate the casc
and protest against the expulsion of Danisz from

the official lawyers' associarion. These 4 lawyers,
along with 4 others, have now taken up the
defence of the Prague 10, and are seeking visas in
order to be able to attend the trial. The other
Iawyers' associations in France are supporting
this initiative. sAF has launched an internationar
appeal on the Danisz case, calling on legal
organisations around the world to take up the
case.

In Belgium the Association des Juristes
Democratiques de Belgique, an affiliate of the
International Associarion of Democratic
Lawyers, of which the Czechoslovak Legal
Association is also a member, has also protested
about the Danisz case. In the third week of June,
it sent Dr, Mertens, prominent Belgian writer and
lawyer, to Prague to investigate both the Danisz
case and the repression of Chartists.

In Britain, Mr. Rock Tansey, a Labour party
lawyer, who wils a candidate during the last
elections, and is well-known for his defence of
civil rights ffrses here and for his concern over
lawyers' rights in other countries, has responded
to the appeal from Prague by indicating his
readiness to defend one of the accused. He is
approaching the Czechoslovak authorities to find
ways of making this possible.

Amnesty International has adopted the l0 as
prisoners of conscience, pointing out that their
arrest is in contravention of the International pact
on Civil and Political Rights, of which the
Czechoslovak government is a signatory.
Amnesty International is sceking to send an
observer to the trial.
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The Parliamentary Human Rights Committee has
also protested against the arrests, and has decided
to send the leading lawyer and former Labour
Solicitor-General, Peter Archer, as an observer.

CANADIANS BACK APPEAL
Prominent socialists and trade unionists from all
over Canada have signed the International
Appeal for the Release of the l0 Chartists.
Members of the New Democratic party in
Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Ontario, as well as
socialists in Quebec have combined to present the
appeal to the Czechoslovak Ambassador in
Ottawa on Wednesday July 5. According to the
Edmonton Journal, an Albertan daily of 6 July,
the signatories included Alberta NDp leader
Grant Notley, Ukrainian writer Myrna Kostash,
and S.M.Duffy, President of the Edmonton local
of the Canadian Union of postal Workers, one of
the most militant unions in Canada. The NDp is
the canadian sister-organisation of the Labour
Party. The campaign for collecting signatures for
the appeal in Canada has been organised by the
Edmonton-based committee in Defence of soviet
Political Prisoners.

BAHRO DEFENCE CAMPAIGN

A successful public meeting was organised by the
Rudoif Bahro Defence Committee on l8 May. A
hundred people filled the room in London,s
Conway Hall to listen to Tariq Ali of the IMG,
Chris Harman of the SWP, Monty Johnstone of
the CPGB, Bahro's English translator David
Fernbach and the Hungarian Marxist
philosopher Istvan Meszaros, and the ensuing
lively discussion remained free of all sectarianism
and discussed the views put forward by Bahro in
his book The Alternative in Eastern Europe with
the seriousness it deserves. The planned
conference on the following day was, however,
less successful, and the low turn-out showed how
much remains to be done in translating the
considerable interest Bahro's book has created
on the British left into consistent campaigning
activity in the author's defence.

There are, however, encouraging signs. One of
them is the recent adoption of a motion proposed
by Cardiff A.U.T. ar rhe May meeting of the
Association of University Teachers Council (ttre
union's national delegate body) which now
becomes national policy:

"AUT supports the call for the immediate
release of Rudolf Bahro from imprisonment in
the German Democratic Republic, and upholds
the rights of intellectual freedom for citizens,
including the right to publish views critical of
their society and its Government without fear of
reprisal. Council instructs the General Secretary
to communicate this to the Government of the
CDR and the GDR Embassy in London.' It is to
be hoped that other unions will soon follow the
AUT's example.

ENGINEERING WORKERS' PROTEST

Members of the'Engineers' Charter', a rank and
file group in the AUEW, picketed the Soviet
Embassy in London on 23 April, protesting
against the approaching trial of Vladimir
Skvirsky, a Soviet unofficial trade union hctivist.
(See Soviet section of this issue.)

CHARTER 77 DEFENCE FUND

A Chart er 77 Defence Fund has been established in Britain by Labour MPs.
Phillip Whitehead MP has taken on the work of being Hon. Secretary of
the Fund, and Reg Race MP for Hornsey, is the Hon. Treasurer. A
resolution being put to the Labour Party NEC by Eric Heffer MP urges
Labour Party members to support the Fund. Donations should be sent to
Charter 77 Defence Fund, clo Reg Race, House of Commons, London
swr.

In West Berlin the Sozialistisches Osteuropakomittee has also established a
Fund and has already raised several'thousand Cerman marks.

The international fund-raising activity for victims of repression in
Czechoslovakia is being co-ordinated by Professor Janouch in Sweden.
Professor Janouch is the official representative of'VONS for reiations with
human rights organisations in the West. Dana Nemcova, with her 7 chlldran . photo laken ln 1965
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Perhaps because of television, the Prague
Spring has been very closely identified in
many people's minds with the dramatic
developments that took place at the top of
the Czechoslovak CP and with the invasion
itself. Despite a number of very
valuable general accounts of events and
processes between the beginning of 1968 and
April 1969, (for example, the work of
Calan, Kusin and Skilling) a great deal
remains obscure about the events of those
years. Probably the greatest gop, at least in
English, is the absence of a detailed study of
what was happening at the base of the
Communist Party itself, and also within the
trade unions.

The collection of documents, The Workerc'
Councils in Czechoslovakir recently
published by Motive and edited by Vladimir
Fisera helps to fill one very important part
of this gap. The book includes material both

'Workers' Councils in Czechoslovakia'

from official Party decisions concerning the
councils and from the workers, councils
movement itself. A particularly revealing
item is an extensive excerpt from th;
verbatim minutes of a conference of
workers' council representatives that took
place as late as January I 969. Also useful are
the texts of two of the agreements that were
made between trade unions and the Czech
students' union on ioint resistance to the
bureaucratic counter'revolution ushered in
by the Soviet invasion.

enormous amount of discussion took place
at the base on the most practical and
mundane details as wed as on the general
functions of the councils, assisted by
sections of the press, above all by the trade
union paper, Prace. But before the
movement could fully blossom and develop
strong roots it was halted and destroyed by
the Husak regime.

The book has a lucid introduction by
Vladimir Fisera and the documents are
clearly presented. It is slightly marred only
by a flowery and irrelevant afterword by
Faye whose pages could have been more
usefully devoted to further documents and
by one error: the November student strike in
1968 was not organised in defence of Josef
Smrkovsky. But all in all, this is another
indispensable book from Allison and
Busby's excellent Motive series.

The workers' councils in Czechoslovakia
were very characteristic of the entire process
known as the Prague Spring. The party
leadership itself did in a sense initiate the
movement there were some vague
references to self-management of this sori in
the April 1968 action programme. But the
leadership in this field as in others was
unclear and indecisive. The real initative and
creative impulses came from below. An By Oliver MacDonald
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'lVorkers Against the Gulag'
lDespite the NUM leadership's decision last
November to drop its campaign in support
of the Soviet trade union activist Wadimtr
Klebanov, the left-wing rank and file group
in the Miners' Union around the Collier
newspaper has continued to campaign on
Klebanov's behalf. We asked Collier
supporter Alan Bailey of the Armthorpe
NUM in Yorkshire to review the collection
of documents about workers' rights in the
USSR published under the title, Workers
Against the Gulag, Dy Pluto Press. J

As a miner I have been most concerned over
recent months with Brothers Chapple,
Jackson and co. and their precious
Concordat which threatened the right to
strike and picket. Even with the most
socialist government conceivable, the right
to strike is of paramount importance to the
workers.

This was one of the reasons that we in the
Collier Group pushed the Harlan County
USA film about the famous American
miners' strike around the country. Amongst
other things, it served a warning as to what
happens when you have something like the

Concordat. This, of course, is what we
expect to happen in the world's most
capitalist countries.

But what about in Russia? Workers Against
the Gulag shows what happens when
workers in Russia demand even the most
basic trade union rights. The book gives the
case histories of dozens of working men and
women who have dared to stand up and
demand the implementation of labour and
safety laws. They are sacked, imprisoned,
and locked in mental hospitals.

'The book should be read by every socialist to
remind them that so-called 'socialist'
countries act in exactly the same way as the
West once the right to strike is lost.

We at Markham Main Colliery at
Armthorp€, near Doncaster, sent a
donation to Amnesty Internationai in order
to find out about the irnprisoned Russian
miner Vladimir Klebanov and his welfare.

By a strange coincidence a monrh later the
National Executive of the NUM accepted
the assurance of the Russian Miners' union

that Klebanov had injured his head and was
in hospital for his own health.

lVorkers Against the Gulag is remarkable.
For an independent trade union to exist in
Russia at all is a tribute to the courage of
these people. The men and women who
belong to the movement are mainly working
class and committed socialists who, unlike
the famous authors and ballet dancers, are
not likely to have the international arts
councils campaigning for their release from
Russia.

On the contrary these people are determined
to stay in Russia and fight for socialism.

Your heart will go out to these men and
women who are risking all for socialism and
I commenci the book to all who believe in
equality and justice.

AI,AN BAILEY
(Armthorpe NUM, Yorkshire)

N.B. the Collie: can be contacted via 38
Abbey Lane, Cundey Cross, Barnsley,
Yorkshire.

I\AIGO and Romania
{fhere hos been some press coversge on the debate
in the National Association of Locol Government
Officerc (NALGOI on the (Jnion's sttitude
towards repression in Romania and Polsnd.
Below a participont in this debate gives his view of
the issues rsised.l
For rnany years Nalgo has built and maintained
links with trade unions in other countries. In
recent tirnes the International Relations
Committee has worked with the Chile Solidaritv
Campaign against the Junta and with SACTU
against the racist system of apartheid. But until

"'€ry 
recently little has been done in solidarity with

rvorkers in State Capitalist regimes who are trying
io organise in free trade unions. Traditionally
Nalgo has gone along with the other British
unions in their links with 'official' trade unions.
These official trade unions have a right to
negotiate over wages but according to an official
Nalgo report after a visit to Romania: 'The unions
do, however, play a part in increasing their
members' income and living standards by their
efforts to increase output - not only does this
permit the wage increases provided for in the
five-year plans, but overfulfillment of a
workplace's targer will lead to appreciable
bonuses being distributed to its employees.'

Occasionally delegations of NEC members are
sent to Eastern Europe where they are hawked
around on official visits with 'very little time to
follow individual initiatives'. The officials make
an awful fuss of them and given them nice
presents - leather briefcases, marble pen-stands.
Prepared speeches are exchanged and plenty of
good food and wine consumed. The delegates
come away from these countries 'with a vivid
impression of a proud (and hospitable) people
with a strong consciousness of their difficult
history.' blah blah. Then they go back again in a
few years time on another junket.

Meanwhile the real workers in these countries are

struggling to organise even the most basic
democratic rights. Reports of the resistance of
workers against systematic state oppression are
smuggled through the cuftain but the authoriiies
claim that everything in the garden is rosy except
for a few pro-imperialist troublemakers.

After reading reports of suppression of
demonstrations against food price rises in
Poland, I raised the question of solidarity in my
branch and then at Annual Conference. The
Polish authorities called the striking workers
'recidivists with known criminal records'. Nalgo
did nothing and sent a delegation to Poland.
When one of the delegation met a number of the
Free Trade Union movement he was accused of
jeopardising the iinks with the official Polish
union. The following year my branch put up a
more general motion calling for the terms of
reference of the delegations to Eastern European
countries to include investigation into the right to
forr:: "ree trade unions. This motion, like the first,
was not reached but was referred to the NEC for
urscussion. They discussed it and reported: 'The
specific inclusion of a requirement to investigate
in the terms of reference of delegations would lead
to the interruption of contacts with East
European unions as it would be seen as a
fundamental criticism of their system.'

This year NEC member Tony Ayland wrote two
personal letters to President Ceausbscu of
Romania requesting assurances regarding the
whereabouts of miners imprisoned after a strike
in 1971 . He received no reply but the Chairman of
Nalgo's lnternational Relations Committee wrote
to the Romanian Ambassador pointing out that
the letters were not official. Obviously he didn't
want Ceausescu to think Nalgo would dream of
criticising him let alone have any 'fundamental'
differences. Because of this action and Tony's
reports to the South West District Council of
Nalgo I asked a question to the NEC at this year's
conference asking what they were up to and why

did they apply double standards when supporting
oppressed workers. I received an unsatisfactory
reply and successfuly moved that the section of
the report on oppression of foreign workers not
be received. I did this despite pressure from an
NEC member to withdraw the question 'for your
own good, for the benefit of Tony Ayland and the
whoie of the South West District Council'.

Well, that was one up the bum for him and the
junketeers but where cio we go from here?

First of all turning the cont-erence against the
NEC is all very well as long as the issue is not
forgotten. All socialists in the workplace must
continually argue support for the workers'
demands in Eastern Europe or the Right will move
with their abstract demands of freedom of the
individual in 'communist societies'. We are the

ones with the right to criticise because we are
fighting for workers' demands here. With the
Pope flitting around Poland singing with a tear in
his eye we saw a taste of the media's view of
freedom. .No tnention of the right to strike or
form unions. The media people think we have too
many rights in Britain so they wouldn't dream of
campaigning for workers in Poland. We must do
it now.

Another interesting aspect is the Nalgo
description of the role of trade unions in
Romania. Compare the statement at the
beginning of this article with statements from Len
Murray and many British trade union leaders
during the Social Contract - no negotiations on
pay but bigger rises for management and unions
can increase their productivity (cut jobs). Perhaps
that's why they are so keen to maintain their links.
In Russia the Government picks the head of the
TUC. Perhaps our leaders would feel safer if that
were the case in Britain as well. Food for thought?
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